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ABSTRACT

Traumatic brain injury (TBI) continues to have the greatest incidence among
athletes participating in American football. The headgear design research community has
focused on developing accurate computational and experimental analysis techniques to
better assess the ability of headgear technology to attenuate impacts and protect athletes
from TBI. Despite efforts to innovate the headgear system, minimal progress has been
made to innovate the faceguard. Although the faceguard is not the primary component of
the headgear system that contributes to impact attenuation, faceguard performance
metrics, such as weight, structural stiffness, and visual field occlusions, have been linked
to athlete safety. To improve upon the understanding of the discrepancies in faceguard
performance metrics, this research developed reverse engineered, structurally validated,
and parameterized finite element (FE) simulations of common American football
faceguards. The reverse engineered, FE simulation validation, and parametric analysis
process was repeated for a total of nine common American football faceguards spanning
four style categories, four helmet-compatible series, and three equipment manufacturers.
The results comparing the faceguard models indicated measured responses—mass and
stiffness—varied across faceguard styles and helmet-compatible series.
Additionally, this work developed the Central Visual Field – Occlusion (CVF-O)
metric and the Peripheral Visual Field – Occlusion (PVF-O) metric which quantified the
amount of occlusion from each faceguard in each of the hypothesized segments of the
visual field. The comparison of the nine faceguards modeled indicated a large difference
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in faceguard styles and helmet-compatible series; however, the results were not correlated
to faceguard style, mass, or structural stiffness.
Leveraging the results from the parametric analysis, an “overbuilt” faceguard was
reverse engineered and modeled. The metal wire cross-sections were parameterized as an
ellipse, and the mass of the overbuilt faceguard was minimized subject to stress and
stiffness constraints. When comparing the models of the original manufacturer’s designs
with two materials, the masses and structural stiffnesses were directly proportional to the
densities and elastic moduli of the two materials. Both innovating the metal wire cross
section and changing material properties have demonstrated the potential to improve
upon faceguard performance metrics.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
Of all youth sports, American football remains one of the most popular; however,
participation has been declining precipitously in recent years [1-5]. It is possible that
increased awareness of traumatic brain injury and risks associated with contact sports—
football, in particular—have led to decreased participation. The immediate risks of
traumatic brain injury are well understood; however, the long-term effects from repetitive
impacts are not as clear [6]. Research has shown long-term effects of repetitive, lowseverity impacts may lead to dementia, personality changes, and Alzheimer’s later in life
[7-12]. In recent years, research has improved the community’s understanding of the
pathophysiology of traumatic brain injury [13-16]. This has led to more appropriate
impact reconstructions in the laboratory which has resulted in improved headgear designs
and methods for headgear analysis [13, 17-22].
Despite recent innovations to the helmet shell and headgear system, the faceguard
has not been subjected to similar degrees of scrutiny. Although each new helmet system
has its own compatible faceguard series, the primary design components have changed
little between helmet systems [23]. As advancements in manufacturing technologies, like
investment casting, are developed, the parameters that affect faceguard design
performance should be better understood.
Computational methods, particularly finite element analysis, have been widely
used to evaluate headgear performance and inform headgear design in many industries
[24-28], particularly in American football [23, 29-34]. To inform the community of
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faceguard design variables pertinent to athlete performance and safety, parameterized
computational models should be developed to iterate between design variables while
assessing faceguard performance metrics for improved design.
In Chapter 2, the reverse engineering and computational method for structurally
validating three American football faceguards is detailed. Experimental data from a
structural stiffness test on a materials testing machine [35] is used to validate the finite
element simulation. Percent difference, statistically significant correlation, and a linear
regression model are used to evaluate the reverse engineered models for validation.
In Chapter 3, the structural validation of the reverse engineered models and finite
element simulations are leveraged to detail the parameterization of three American
football faceguards. The design of experiments and parameter definitions are discussed,
and the correlation between input parameters is used to evaluate the performance of the
design of experiments. The responses are used to inform modelling and parameterization
approaches employed in future chapters.
In Chapter 4, the reverse engineering, finite element modelling, and parametric
analyses are repeated for nine total faceguards spanning four faceguard categories across
four helmet-compatible series and three headgear manufacturers. In addition to the
structural stiffness and mass responses investigated in previous chapters, three visibility
metrics are proposed as important responses to evaluate for athlete safety and
performance. The models of the original manufacturer’s designs are used to compare the
responses of the legal faceguards currently in use. Additionally, the parametric analyses
are used to identify the parameters that influence faceguard performance responses.
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In Chapter 5, a critical approach to the blanket ban of overbuilt faceguards utilizes
the results from Chapter 4 to inform a focused parametric analysis of an overbuilt
faceguard. The cross sections of the heavier and stiffer faceguards are parametrized as an
ellipse and a mass minimization approach is employed using the validated structural
stiffness finite element simulation. To evaluate the blanket ban of overbuilt faceguards,
the results from the model of the original manufacturer’s design are compared to legal
faceguards currently in use. Additionally, two viable designs resulting from the mass
minimization approach employed are compared to the ranges of structural stiffness and
mass of the faceguard models investigated in Chapter 4. Lastly, the material assumed in
the validated simulations is altered for each of the nine faceguards analyzed in Chapter 4.
These results are compared to the overbuilt faceguard model with the same materials to
elucidate the degree to which material can affect mass and stiffness responses.
Collectively, these studies will inform the American football headgear design
community of modelling methods that can be used to affect faceguard performance
responses that may improve athlete safety and performance. The summary of results is
detailed in Chapter 6 along with suggestions for future work.
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CHAPTER TWO
FINITE ELEMENT VALIDATION OF 3D AMERICAN FOOTBALL FACEGUARD
STRUCTURAL STIFFNESS MODELS

Introduction
American football has an enduring role in the culture of the United States of
America. Of all youth sports, football remains one of the most popular; however,
participation has been decreasing by tens of thousands in each of the past four years, with
2019 totaling the least participation since 1999-2000 [1-5]. One reason for this decrease
might be as a result of the heightened media attention and growing awareness of
traumatic brain injury and the risks associated with participating in contact sports,
specifically football. The challenges parents, players, coaches, and healthcare
professionals face in weighing the benefits and risks of playing football cannot be
overstated [6, 7]. Although the immediate risks of concussion are well understood [8], the
long-term effects from repetitive impacts are not as clear. Research shows repetitive, subconcussive impacts may lead to conditions such as dementia, personality changes, and
Alzheimer’s that develop later in life [9-14]. In recent years, our understanding of the
pathophysiology of traumatic brain injury has improved [15-18]; however, the challenge
remains on how to translate this new information into rule changes and improved
outcomes for athletes [15].
In the laboratory setting, research findings have improved headgear performance
analysis. For example, it has been found that rotational accelerations applied to the head
(or headform) more closely correlate to concussion and diffuse axonal injury than linear
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accelerations [15, 19, 20]. The Helmet Performance Score (HPS), a summation of the
Head Acceleration Response Metric (HARM) results from 18 impacts, was recently
developed for the National Football League (NFL) Helmet Challenge. This metric
weights rotational accelerations from the Diffuse Axonal Multiaxial General Evaluation
(DAMAGE) score more heavily than linear accelerations from the Head Injury Criterion
(HIC) score, which allows headgear design researchers a better standard for assessing
equipment, thus allowing more information to be shared with the community regarding
headgear performance [21, 22]. Although companies like Vicis (Seattle, WA) and
HitGard (Asheville, NC) have innovated helmet structure to improve performance,
minimal quantitatively informed changes have been made to overall headgear design.
Despite continued efforts from programs like the NFL HeadHealth Tech Challenge and
other groups devoted to improving headgear technology, only minor improvements have
been made to laboratory injury metrics [23, 24].
The lack of design innovation in headgear is especially true for structural changes
to the faceguard design in the past 20 years [25]. Although each new helmet system has
its own compatible faceguard series, the primary design components have changed little
between helmet systems. Furthermore, little is known about how individual faceguards
structurally perform with respect to each other or in the absence of a helmet. It has been
shown that the inclusion of the faceguard changes measured helmet values, such as HIC
and Severity Index, when impacted using the National Operating Committee on
Standards for Athletic Equipment (NOCSAE) drop tower [24], but results were
inconclusive when using a linear impactor [26]. Although it is well documented that the
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faceguard will stiffen the structure of the overall headgear system [24, 26], a problem
arises when attempting to assess the performance contributions of individual faceguards
using current laboratory measurement devices. The main problem is the lack of control
for testing. The effect of variation in helmet placement, chin strap placement, and strap
tension, for example, can compound greatly. This affects the ability of researchers to
assess differences in faceguards based upon performance within the entire helmet system.
Recently, a novel testing procedure was developed to analyze the structural
stiffness of faceguards independent of the helmet system [27]. This testing methodology
has demonstrated the ability to statistically differentiate performance-relevant stiffness
measures between faceguard designs. Faceguard stiffness is a result of its material and
geometry; however, little is known about which specific design parameters most
influence faceguard structural stiffness. As companies like Zuti Facemasks (Mayfield
Athletics, Shelby Township, MI) use advancements in additive manufacturing
technologies to develop increasingly complex faceguard designs, the parameters that
influence faceguard structural stiffness and performance should be better understood.
To inform the community of faceguard design variables pertinent to structural
performance, parameterized computational models should be developed to iterate
between design variables while assessing faceguard performance for improved structural
design. Initial work performed by Johnson et al. sought to assess the topology of
faceguards within the entire helmet system [25], stressing the importance of simulationbased analysis and illustrating the usefulness of computational models to improve
faceguard performance. Furthermore, the headgear design community has embraced
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computational modeling and parametric analysis for improving design. Specifically, the
presenters at the 2019 NFL Head Health Tech Challenge Symposium held in
Youngstown, Ohio stressed the importance of utilizing computational analyses to
elucidate design variables and combinations of design variables to achieve preferred
headgear performance [22].
The goal of this study is two-fold: to validate the reverse engineering method for
developing a library of validated faceguard models; and to validate the finite element
simulation of three common American football faceguards subject to a quasi-static
structural stiffness test [27]. This study will result in a validated method for model
generation and validated models to be used in parametric design analysis and
computational optimization. Collectively, these new tools can be used to conduct further
work that will assist football athletes, coaches, parents, equipment managers, and
headgear manufacturers in the understanding of design variables essential to faceguard
performance.
Methods
In the experiment described by Bina et al., ten faceguard specimens in each of 17
faceguard styles were assessed for compressive stiffness using a materials testing system
and custom-fabricated alignment platform. In the study, the faceguards were held at the
clip attachment location using the alignment platform. The platen compressed each
faceguard at a rate of 100 mm/sec in three orientations: nose, mouth, and chin.
Displacement and force were monitored to determine structural stiffness, and the elastic
and plastic regions of the facemask deformation were determined. The study had three
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major findings: the test method was non-destructive at 5 mm of vertical compression, the
test method could quantify differences in faceguard structural stiffness, and the test
method was consistent as determined by the low coefficient of variation for each
faceguard style. Of the 17 faceguard styles, three common Riddell® (Des Plaines, IL)
SpeedFlex™ faceguard styles were selected to validate the computational model. The SF2BD-SW, SF-2BD, and SF-3BD faceguard styles were selected for model validation
because the experimental results for each faceguard style were available; they are
commonly used at all levels of football; they span a range of stiffness values reported by
Bina et al.; and they have a theoretically preferred lower stiffness for impact attenuation
[27]. These reasons are important to prove that advancements can be made to already
well-performing faceguards currently used in most leagues, and that the modelling
methodology is validated across a range of stiffness values to be applied to other
faceguards. Prior to testing, each faceguard was reconditioned according to NOCSAE
standards [28], which included a structural inspection and re-coating with polyethylene
powder. One faceguard specimen of each of the three faceguard styles was modeled as
discussed below.
To develop accurate faceguard models, a reverse-engineering approach was used.
According to a novel protocol similar to that found in the literature [29], each faceguard
was imaged using an Eva 3D handheld scanner (Artec, Santa Clara, CA), which has a 3D
point accuracy of 0.1 mm. A 3D model was developed from the scanned images in Artec
Studio Professional and visually inspected to ensure sufficient geometry was captured.
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The final image was then exported to SOLIDWORKS® (Dassault Systèmes SolidWorks
Corporation, Waltham, MA) software in .stl file format.
Within the SOLIDWORKS software, a 3D point-cloud was manually developed
to capture pertinent design geometry. Each point was inspected to ensure the points had
been placed in the center of the bar at each pertinent design location. Through an iterative
process, geometrically accurate models were developed using 50-70 points at pertinent
design locations, defined as junctions, bends, and arcs. The weld geometry and
polyethylene coating were not included in the models. From this point-cloud, a
parameterized 3D model was developed.
To simulate the compression locations and directions described in the study by
Bina et al., custom coordinate systems were used. A coordinate system was created for
each faceguard at the “Nose” compression location to correspond to the anatomical
planes of the body. In Figs. 2.1 and 2.2 below, the xy, yz, and xz planes correspond to the
coronal, midsagittal, and transverse planes, respectively. Furthermore, each plane is
rotated 20° and 30° about the x-axis for the “Mouth” and “Chin” compression locations,
respectively, in accordance with the experimental protocol. Figure 2.2 illustrates this
transformation for each compression location.
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Figure 2.1. The SF-3BD faceguard model in the coronal plane.

Figure 2.2. The SF-3BD faceguard model in the sagittal plane rotated at 0° (Nose), 20°
(Mouth), and 30° (Chin) with corresponding compression locations.
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The model was exported into ANSYS® Workbench™ 17.2 (ANSYS, Inc.,
Canonsburg, PA) using static structural analysis. Each imported faceguard was opened in
ANSYS DesignModeler™ (ANSYS, Inc., Canonsburg, PA) and manipulated using
planes from the custom coordinate systems discussed above and the slice tool to
accommodate boundary and loading conditions.
The standard Riddell SpeedFlex faceguard is a proprietary high strength steel
[30]. Some faceguards are made of a low carbon steel [25], while others are made from
stainless steel. Therefore, the SpeedFlex faceguards were estimated to have an elastic
modulus (E) between 189 GPa - 215 GPa. These values encompass the low-range of
stainless steel and the high-range of low carbon steel for elastic moduli found in the
literature [31]. Thus, an isotropic general stainless steel from Workbench (E=193 GPa,
Poisson’s ratio=0.31) was used to approximate the material properties of the faceguard.
To improve the ability of each element to accurately simulate the rounded surface,
each faceguard was meshed with quadratic tetrahedral elements. A standard mesh control
sizing of 1.5 mm was used for all faceguards. This resulted in a mesh convergence of
0.2% or less, compared to 2 mm sizing control, and a reasonable computational time for
parametric analysis. The mesh elements, nodes, and element aspect ratios are detailed in
Table 2.1. The SF-3BD faceguard mesh used for analyses is shown in Fig. 2.3.
Table 2.1. Mesh metrics for each faceguard style.
Faceguard

No. of
Nodes

No. of
Elements

Average
Aspect Ratio

Aspect Ratio
Standard Deviation

SF-2BD-SW
SF-2BD
SF-3BD

153381
181953
197236

90959
107553
116162

1.89
1.89
1.90

0.52
0.52
0.54
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Figure 2.3. The SF-3BD mesh with 1.5 mm element size assigned for the entire body.
The quasi-static structural stiffness test, described by Bina et al., was simulated in
ANSYS Mechanical™ (ANSYS, Inc., Canonsburg, PA). The experimental test
compresses faceguards 5 mm at a rate of 100 mm/min. To simulate these conditions, the
analysis was prescribed to take place over a singular step lasting 3 seconds. A
displacement of 5 mm was prescribed in the posterior (z) direction to an edge consistent
with the contact location from the experimental protocol. The exact displacement was
taken from raw experimental data and is summarized in Table 2.2. The experimental test
allows for coronal plane translation of the Clip (B, B’) geometry; thus, the corresponding
geometry and boundary conditions, Table 2.2, were applied as shown in Figs. 2.4-2.6. To
prevent rigid body motion, two boundary conditions were applied: the midline face
(annotated A in Figs. 2.4 and 2.5) was constrained to the midsagittal plane and program
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controlled weak springs were applied to the entire model. Although these constraints
were not prescribed in the experiment, it was assumed they would not affect the
computational stiffness of the faceguard significantly. To assess this assumption,
constraint reaction force and moment magnitudes were used to ensure each additional
boundary condition did not significantly stiffen the faceguard model.
Table 2.2. Summarized boundary conditions applied to the model. Boundary condition
titles and corresponding letters are annotated in Figs. 2.4-2.6.
Boundary Condition

Anatomical Directions

Mask

Clip (B, B’)

Midline (A)

Prescribed
Compression (C)

SF-2BD-SW
Lateral/Medial

Linear
0

Rotation
Free

Linear
Free

Rotation
0°

Linear
Free

Superior/Inferior
Anterior/Posterior
SF-2BD
Lateral/Medial
Superior/Inferior
Anterior/Posterior

Free
Free

0°
0°

Free
0

Free
0°

Free
5.042 mm

0
Free
Free

Free
Free
0°

Free
Free
0

0°
Free
0°

Free
Free
5.043 mm

0
Free
Free

Free
Free
0°

Free
Free
0

0°
Free
0°

Free
Free
5.043 mm

SF-3BD
Lateral/Medial
Superior/Inferior
Anterior/Posterior
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Figure 2.4. Annotated SF-3BD model in the coronal plane detailing boundary conditions
and the geometry on which each was applied for the “Nose” compression location.

Figure 2.5. Detail from Fig. 2.4 of the annotated SF-3BD model detailing midline (A)
and prescribed compression (C) boundary conditions with the geometry on which each
was applied for the “Nose” compression location.
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Figure 2.6. Annotated SF-3BD model in the sagittal plane detailing boundary conditions
with the geometry on which each was applied for the “Nose” compression location.
To calculate stiffness of the faceguard, the force reaction from the prescribed 5
mm displacement constraint was divided by the displacement. This stiffness value was
then compared to the experimental averages and standard deviations from the work by
Bina et al. The experimental results from Bina et al. were obtained by permission of the
author and used for comparison with the computational models. Validation was
determined using a Pearson Correlation test with a 95% confidence interval (α=0.05). A
linear regression model was used to further assess the correlation of the experimental and
computational data. The slope, representing the ratio of computational to experimental
results, was analyzed for proximity to one. The y-intercept, representing an offset in
stiffness between computational and experimental results, was analyzed for proximity to
zero.
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Results
The computational results correlate to the experimental results with statistical
significance (p-value=0.001). The Pearson’s Correlation coefficient of 0.912
demonstrates an acceptable degree of correlation to indicate model validation.
Furthermore, a linear regression model, shown in Fig. 2.7, illustrates the near 1:1
comparison between computational (y-axis) and experimental (x-axis) results with
minimal offset. Specifically, the ratio between computational and experimental results is
0.98:1, meaning the computational results are 98% of the experimental results. The offset
between computational and experimental results is -0.07 N/mm.

Figure 2.7. Linear regression model detailing statistically significant correlation between
experimental and computational stiffness. Note: Error bars represent a single
experimental standard deviation.
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Figure 2.8 depicts the direct comparison of each computational result with the
corresponding experimental averages and standard deviations. Additionally, the
constraint reaction force and moment magnitudes for each faceguard model at the “Nose”
position are detailed in Table 2.3. These results are representative of the “Mouth” and
“Chin” positions; thus, only the “Nose” is reported below.

Figure 2.8. Bar chart comparison of computational results and experimental averages
with standard deviations.
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Table 2.3. Constraint reaction magnitudes recorded at the “Nose” position for each
faceguard.
Force Reaction (N)
Faceguard

SF-2BDSW

SF-2BD

SF-3BD

Moment Reaction (N-mm)

Axis

Weak
Springs

Midline

Clip

Prescribed
Compression

Midline

Clip

Prescribed
Compression

Lateral/Medial

0.000

0.009

0.000

0.000

0.000

713.7

3108

Superior/Inferior

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

581.0

0.000

0.000

Anterior/Posterior

0.006

0.000

530.4

530.4

151.7

0.000

153.9

Lateral/Medial

0.003

0.004

0.000

0.000

0.000

4453

1023

Superior/Inferior

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

4822

Anterior/Posterior

0.002

0.000

648.3

600.9

965.9

3286

0.000

Lateral/Medial

0.002

0.002

0.000

0.000

0.000

631.2

397.8

Superior/Inferior

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

3484

Anterior/Posterior

0.004

0.000

677.8

677.8

1686

953.5

0.000

Discussion
Model Validation
An outcome-based approach, as opposed to point-by-point approach, was used to
determine model validation. The maximum force reaction on the prescribed compression
constraint was used to calculate the stiffness. This outcome-based approach is common
and discussed at length in the literature [32]. Similar to many validated finite element
simulations in the literature, statistically significant correlation [20, 33-35], a linear
regression model [20, 23, 26], and percent difference [25, 32, 37-40] to experimental
results were all used for validating the model in this study. Both the experimental and
computational data sets are normally distributed with p-value > 0.05 for a 95%
confidence interval; thus, the use of Pearson’s correlation coefficient as a measure of
model validation is appropriate. The Pearson’s correlation coefficient of 0.913 with
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statistical significance (p-value=0.001) indicates correlation between experimental and
computational results, suggesting a validated model. In the literature, correlation with
coefficients of determination (R2) greater than 0.8 has been accepted as proof of a
validated computational model [20], a threshold which has been achieved and depicted in
Fig. 2.7. Additionally, the linear fit between experimental and computational results
suggests model validation with proximity to y=x. This metric has been discussed in the
literature to support model validation [41].
Percent difference is commonly used to support the claim of a validated model;
however, little consensus exists as to appropriate percent differences. This is largely
dependent on the context in which each model is used. Although it can be challenging to
justify what percent differences are acceptable, this method of comparison between
experimental and computational results can be appropriate to illustrate model validation.
A difference of 5% or less between computational and experimental results has been used
to conclude model validation [32, 36]. In other cases, as much as 10% or more may be
accepted [25, 32, 36-40]. As shown in Fig. 2.8, the “Nose” location is the most accurate
across the faceguards used in this study with an average percent difference of 2.7%. In
contrast, the “Mouth” and “Chin” locations had average percent differences of 10.8% and
9.9%, respectively. Further analysis shows the computational result of each faceguard at
the “Nose” location is within the experimental standard deviation; comparatively, neither
the “Mouth” nor “Chin” locations are within the experimental standard deviations. This is
illustrated in Fig. 2.8. The lack of agreement between experimental results and
computational models at the “Mouth” and “Chin” locations is likely due to the 20° and
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30° rotation, respectively, about a remote point. The rotation in the experimental
procedure is performed on the custom-fabricated alignment platform. Computationally,
this rotation was prescribed with respect to a remote point, approximately the same
distance from contact to the center of rotation of the alignment platform. Although
measurements were taken to best approximate the location of this remote point, error in
remote point location likely affected the agreement between the computational model and
experimental results at the “Mouth” and “Chin” locations. It is possible that a more
accurate description of the rotation in the experimental setup would yield improved
agreement between the computational model and experimental results at the “Mouth” and
“Chin” locations. This is important for future studies as the “Nose” location models
should be used with greater confidence than the “Mouth” or “Chin” locations. This
conclusion is supplemented by a study in which a comprehensive video analysis found
the predominant location of impact to be at the “Nose” location or higher [42]. Although
more accurate results at the “Mouth” and “Chin” locations would validate the faceguard
structural stiffness at additional impact locations, the accuracy at the “Nose” location is
most important for use in future computational models when simulating on-field impacts.
In attempting to engineer the best protective headgear, little work has been done
to improve the faceguard. Johnson et al. used topological optimization at two impact
locations to optimize the performance of the faceguard with respect to multiple injury
metrics, primarily shear strain on the brain [25]. The current study did not use a finite
element model of the human head to validate the faceguard. Instead, the faceguards
discussed in this study have been validated structurally and independent of the headgear
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system. This isolation is important for using accurate faceguard models in future
parametric analyses and complex computational models. With increased model
complexity, errors in modeling can increase; therefore, it is important to validate
components of more complex models individually [35, 41]. Three studies in the literature
performed initial work in this area by validating individual components of a football
helmet model prior to implementation in a holistic headgear simulation [35, 43, 44]. The
faceguard validation procedures discussed in the studies compressed a faceguard
similarly to Bina et al.; however, the validation metric reported was lateral faceguard
structural stiffness. The current study has validated the structural stiffness of the
faceguard when compressed in the anterior-posterior direction, similar to common, onfield impacts [42]. This is important for improving the structural performance of the
faceguard in directions of compression commonly seen on the field to improve the
applicability of the computational models. Additionally, the models validated in this
study are parameterized to elucidate variables that influence structural stiffness and
improve faceguard design.
A common method for developing geometrically accurate models of headgear
reported in the literature is Computed Tomography (CT) scan data. While this is a
preferred method for model generation, it was not available for this study. To verify the
modelling method used in this study, each faceguard was visually inspected for pertinent
design geometry. Minor imperfections in the model, such as a lack of symmetry on either
side of the midsagittal plane, were considered acceptable. A point-cloud method would
be required to produce a parameterized model; thus, many of the inaccuracies in the
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model geometry would persist, regardless of the method for model geometry generation.
Despite this, automatic point-cloud methods, similar to common automatic approaches
found in the literature [45], should be used if CT scan data becomes viable in future
studies. Should CT scanning not be viable, this study has validated the reverse
engineering approach used.
The geometry from CT scan data is widely accepted to be accurate, but most
studies utilizing CT scan data do not report validation of the model geometry or structural
properties. Although a standardized approach for validating computational models
doesn’t exist, addressing applicability of the model reported is important [36, 46, 47]. For
example, in the present study, the “Nose” compression location is more accurate than the
“Mouth” or “Chin” locations; therefore, to apply the “Nose” location in a parametric
analysis is supported by the data. In contrast, the “Mouth” and “Chin” locations should be
used more cautiously. Using the reverse engineering method, this study has structurally
validated three common faceguard models using finite element analysis. These
faceguards can now be used with confidence in future parametric analyses and more
complex computational models.
Model Assumptions
Four primary modeling assumptions were made to obtain a computational
solution. First, the material of the faceguards was modeled as a general stainless steel
using the materials database in ANSYS Workbench 17.2. The decision to model these
faceguards as stainless steel, as opposed to a low carbon steel or a titanium alloy as noted
in the literature [25], was based upon information found in an online catalog from
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Riddell, Inc. (Des Plaines, IL) [30]. Regardless of material selected to approximate the
proprietary high strength steel, it is important to note that changing the material
properties corresponds to a proportional change in structural stiffness. For example,
preliminary analyses illustrated that a 3.6% change in elastic modulus (193 GPa to 200
GPa) corresponded to a similar change in structural stiffness; therefore, this expected
behavior further verifies model performance.
Second, the constraints used do not artificially stiffen the faceguard models as to
affect the validation. This is proven in Table 2.3 in which minimal force and moment
reactions indicate little effect each constraint has on the results. The large constraint
reactions (greater than 1 N or 1 N-mm) were analyzed further by prescribing reactions at
each location to see if each would affect the stiffness result. The stiffness for each
faceguard is not sensitive to constraint reaction forces and moments. Different constraint
reaction results exist between the SF-2BD-SW and other faceguard styles as a result of
the model geometry. The SF-2BD and SF-3BD faceguard styles have a bar along the
midsagittal plane extending from the nose to the chin, whereas the SF-2BD-SW
faceguard does not have a bar. To apply the midline constraint to the SF-2BD-SW
faceguard, a slice and merged topology tool was used in ANSYS DesignModeler to apply
the midline constraint to an edge on the midsagittal plane; comparatively, the midline
constraint was applied to the face of the midsagittal bar on both the SF-2BD and SF-3BD
faceguards as highlighted in Fig. 2.5. FEA theory suggests that the application of
artificial boundary conditions may stiffen computational models; however, these
constraints were necessary to achieve a solution and had physical justification for
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application. Considering the stiffness results of each model are not sensitive to the
constraint reactions and the constraint reactions are minimal, the modeling assumptions
used to justify the constraint applications are considered valid.
Third, the polyethylene powder coating was not modeled. Although the
theoretical justification for not modeling the coating is sound, realizing that the elastic
modulus of stainless steel is approximately two orders of magnitude greater than
polyethylene [31], it was not clear how the area of application of displacement would be
affected. To assess this, Hertzian contact theory was used to approximate the area to
prescribe the displacement. The calculated contact area was small enough, approximately
0.1% of the primary bar cross sectional area, to suggest the application of displacement to
an edge is acceptable.
Fourth, welds were not included in the model. Although welds would likely
stiffen the faceguards, the additional stiffness was assumed to be negligible. Preliminary
computational models resulted in less than 1% increase in faceguard stiffness. This
modeling assumption was further justified due to the added model complexity each
would introduce in future attempts at creating a more comprehensive library of validated
faceguard models.
Additional research in this area should include the further development of
validated computational models of faceguards to create a comprehensive library for
complete headgear computational models. Furthermore, faceguards compatible with other
helmets should be validated to develop a complete library of faceguards. This library of
faceguards can then be used in complex headgear computational models with improved
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confidence of faceguard model accuracy. Additional experimental and computational
analyses should include the dynamic response of faceguards to characterize faceguard
performance in more realistic, on-field impact conditions. More in-depth analysis is
needed in the design of faceguards to continue to inform headgear manufacturers of ways
to improve their headgear technology for improved athlete safety.
Conclusion
This study serves as a validation of a faceguard modelling methodology and finite
element simulation to be used for comprehensive parametric analysis. This method of
model generation and faceguard validation is important for ensuring accuracy of
individual components of headgear systems to improve the accuracy of complex
headgear computational models. As advancements in additive manufacturing
technologies become increasingly utilized, specific design variables should be understood
to better protect football athletes. With the models validated in this study, parameterized
faceguard models should be used to iterate between design variables and assess the
contribution of each variable on faceguard structural stiffness. It is the goal of this future
study to influence faceguard design by informing headgear manufacturers of the specific
variables that affect faceguard stiffness to advance headgear technologies for improved
athlete safety. Furthermore, this study should inform athletes, parents, coaches, and
equipment managers of the faceguard specifications pertinent for improved headgear
performance to influence faceguard selection and improve the industry standard.
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CHAPTER THREE
PARAMETRIC DESIGN METHODS DEVELOPMENT FOR THE COMPARISON OF
AMERICAN FOOTBALL FACEGUARDS USING VALIDATED STRUCTURAL
STIFFNESS MODELS

Introduction
Research focusing on American football headgear performance and design has
seen increased attention from manufacturers, researchers, sports organizations, and media
in the past decade. Despite this continued emphasis on improving protective headgear
technologies, sports related concussions continue to have the greatest incidence in
American tackle football [1]. A majority of research efforts have investigated the helmet
or entire headgear system [2-5]. Recent efforts from the National Football League (NFL)
and partnered researchers have developed a Helmet Performance Score (HPS) [6] similar
to the Summation of Tests for the Analysis of Risk (STAR) rating system [7]. Both
rankings attempt to inform the athletes—as well as the design and research community—
of the headgear that best attenuate simulated impacts in a laboratory setting. These
laboratory reconstructions and published results have provided athletes with greater
agency in their safety related decisions. In contrast, little quantitatively informed
comparisons exist for athletes to select faceguards based upon safety and performance
metrics, as manufacturers typically suggest athletes of specific positions to use certain
faceguard designs [8]. In addition to improving researchers’ and manufacturers’
understanding of faceguard design performance, faceguard designs should be more
thoroughly explored to improve athlete agency in their safety and performance related
decisions.
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Faceguard Design Research
It is logical that a stiffer faceguard might be preferred to protect the athlete from
catastrophic injury to the face; however, a desire for a stiffer material or geometry is in
conflict with the theoretical perspective that a less stiff structure will improve energy
absorption properties [9]. Faceguards have been shown to stiffen the mechanical response
in laboratory reconstructions of on-field impacts [10]. Additionally, recent work has
demonstrated an ability to discern between faceguard designs by measuring the structural
stiffness [11]. Despite the ability to compare the structural stiffness of faceguards, it is
not clear which faceguard design parameters contribute to these differences; therefore,
athletes have minimal quantitative data to inform faceguard design selection.
Additionally, protecting the face is not the only safety metric to consider. For instance, it
has been reported that a greater weight of the faceguard may lead to athletes leading with
the crown of their helmet—leading to injury [12]. Additionally, visibility has been
reported as being important to athlete reaction—which can contribute to both athlete
safety and performance [12, 13]. The degree to which each contributes to athlete safety
has not been explored.
As manufacturers consider developing new faceguards to improve performance
metrics, it is clear a consistent method for defining and measuring faceguard design
parameters in the laboratory is not easily available due to complex geometry.
Additionally, developing a consistent measurement technique across all faceguards may
also be challenging. Although some faceguard performance metrics—such as weight and
structural stiffness—are repeatable and objectively measured in the laboratory, the
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challenge of comparing these faceguard performance metrics as a function of faceguard
design parameters remains; thus, computational modelling is one approach to consistently
define and measure faceguard parameters and performance metrics to objectively
compare faceguard designs.
Computational Design Methodology
Recent efforts in the headgear design community have emphasized computational
methods to improve headgear design [14-17]. Computational methods, particularly finite
element analysis, have been widely used to evaluate headgear performance and inform
headgear design [18-22], particularly in American football [23-26]. Many of these studies
investigated the effects of different headgear designs on impact performance; however,
few have used parametric analysis to assess headgear designs [27], likely due to the
duration of performing multiple analyses of computationally expensive simulations.
Although a mixed methods approach of utilizing laboratory reconstructions and
computational methods have been employed, primary focus has been on the helmet
system including helmet structure, helmet linings and foam, helmet component materials,
and personalized fit [15]. Some recognize the need to validate each individual component
for computational analyses, but few have investigated the faceguard directly [14, 16, 23].
Johnson et al. proved categorically different faceguard designs could improve the shear
strain on the brain by nearly 40%. The topological optimization and surrogate modeling
performed in this study demonstrated an ability to improve headgear performance by
changing the faceguard design [23]. Another study demonstrated the ability to distinguish
between faceguard 3D models by comparing structural stiffnesses using finite element
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simulations of laboratory procedures [28]. Despite these improvements in computational
faceguard design research, little is known about the faceguard design parameters that can
improve brain injury metrics or affect structural stiffness.
Faceguard Design
Currently, manufacturers categorize their faceguards based upon their material,
helmet-compatible series, and visual geometry. Typical faceguard materials include
stainless steel [28, 29], carbon steel [14], and titanium [23]; however, the specific alloy
compositions used are not disclosed. Faceguards are designed to configure with each new
helmet. This is accomplished with a unique outer frame that fixes to the helmet shell.
Traditionally, each helmet-compatible faceguard series has a prefix that corresponds to
the helmet with which each faceguard attaches. For example, the Riddell Speed and
SpeedFlex compatible faceguard series include prefixes of “S” and “SF”, respectively.
Lastly, manufacturers and sports equipment retailers typically suggest certain faceguard
geometry to athletes of specific positions [8]. For example, a faceguard with more bars
and less visibility may be considered a faceguard for linemen, whereas a faceguard with
less bars and more visibility may be preferred by “skill” players such as wide receivers
and quarterbacks. Although the visual differences between faceguard designs enable
athletes to compare faceguard designs, minimal quantitative data exists to compare
faceguard design performance metrics. Differences between faceguard design parameters
including bar diameters, angles, lengths, and locations have not been quantified.
To address the lack of understanding of faceguard design parameters influencing
measured performance metrics, this study seeks to: develop methods for parameter
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definitions that can be consistently defined across faceguard styles and helmetcompatible faceguard series; and analyze this parameterization method with three
faceguards using an appropriate design of experiments. The results from this study will
enable researchers to compare manufacturer’s original faceguard designs and the
parameters that most affect performance metrics across a range of faceguards.
Methods
Leveraging the same reverse engineering approach discussed in the literature [28],
parametric models were developed to compare how different parametric analysis
techniques performed. Three popular faceguard models—the Riddell® (Des Plaines, IL)
SpeedFlexTM SF-2BD, SpeedFlex SF-2BD-SW, and the Schutt (Schutt Sports, Litchfield,
IL) Q11 ROPO-SW—were used in this method development study. These faceguards
were chosen to elucidate differences between categorically similar faceguards of different
helmet series (i.e. the SpeedFlex SF2BD-SW and the Q11 ROPO-SW faceguards are
both in the single wire—SW—category but from different helmets—SpeedFlex and Q11)
and differences between categorically different faceguards of the same helmet series (i.e.
the SF2BD has two horizontal design bars and three vertical design bars whereas the
SF2BD-SW has a single horizontal design bar and two vertical design bars). This
comparison was important for the parametric method development stage so that
parameters could be consistently defined across helmet types and faceguard categories.
The design space is defined as the volume between the frame of the faceguard that
configures with the specific helmet for which the faceguard is designed. In Fig. 3.1,
representative frames for the SpeedFlex and Q11 helmet-compatible series are compared.
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Figure 3.1. The design space—outlined by the dashed line—superimposed on the Riddell
SpeedFlex-compatible (Left) and Schutt Q11-compatible (Right) faceguard frame.
Using these helmet-compatible frames, parameters can be consistently defined
across faceguards of different helmet-compatible series and of different categories. This
design space is limited to 70mm anterior to the nose and 70mm to the chin. This is
defined by NOCSAE limits to faceguard design [30]. The design space is also limited to
the upper frame of each faceguard as this is typically in contact with the helmet and can
be an attachment location—depending on the helmet. Since it is a part of the frame for
some faceguards, it was considered to be a part of the frame for all faceguards so that
parameters could be more appropriately compared across all faceguards. Lastly, the
design space is limited side to side by the vertical frame bar that exists for all faceguards.
It is important to note that on some faceguards, the design space may be larger due to the
bottom, sides, and tops of the faceguard frame being different. Although this could be a
design parameter, the frame cannot be consistently quantified with parameters to
appropriately compare across faceguards of different helmet series. The approach of
using the upper and lower frames as the definition of the design space is supported in the
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literature in which the design space was defined for topological optimization [23].
Despite this limitation, comparisons can be made across similar designs with different
outer frames to suggest the effects that frame design may have on responses. For this
work, the frame is not a part of the study; however, this could be an important design
consideration in future studies.
Parametric Definitions
To define parameters, a single faceguard was qualitatively compared to similar
faceguards of different helmets and different faceguard styles from all helmets. It was
found that similar categories of faceguard styles exist from different helmet-compatible
series. For example, most helmets have a faceguard option with a single wire across the
design space and two vertical bars connecting the bottom of the frame to the single
horizontal wire. Example categories and common Riddell SpeedFlex compatible
faceguards are listed in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1. Categories for the SpeedFlex Helmet-compatible faceguards.
Riddell SpeedFlex
Faceguard Categorization
One
horizontal
Bar
Two
Horizontal
Bars
Three
Horizontal
Bars

SF-2BDSW

SF-2EGSW

SF-2BD

SF-2EG

SF2BDC

Two Vertical Bars

Two Vertical Bars

Three Vertical Bars

In addition to the categories that faceguards can be defined by, there were
consistent variations in the designs across faceguards of the same category and
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SF-3BD

faceguards of different categories but the same helmet compatible series. Initial values of
parameters and parameter descriptions for the three faceguards used in this methods
development study are detailed in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2. Parameter names and initial values for the SF-2BD-SW, ROPO-SW, and SF2BD faceguard styles.
Baseline Values
SF-2BD-SW
ROPO-SW

Parameter
Name

Unit

ANS_D1

mm

47.7

17.7

44.1

ANS_D2

deg

90

90

90

ANS_D3
ANS_D4
ANS_D5
ANS_D6
ANS_D7
ANS_D8
ANS_D9

mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
deg
deg

82.3
40.9
14.2
40.9
28.6
90
90

77.0
39.0
12.8
39.0
27.9
90
90

76.6
41.5
8.6
41.5
32.2
90
90

ANS_D10

mm

30.6

38.0

19.9

ANS_D11

mm

5.7

9.5

7.8

ANS_D12

mm

30.6

38.0

19.9

ANS_D13

mm

5.7

9.5

7.8

ANS_D14
ANS_D15

mm
mm

31.6
5.2

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

ANS_D16

mm

17.7

N/A

N/A

ANS_D17

deg

90

N/A

N/A

ANS_DiaS
ANS_DiaL

mm
mm

4.8
3.7

4.8
3.7

5.6
4.8

SF-2BD

Description
Nose Visibility (Translation of
Nose Bar)
Nose Visibility (Rotation of Nose
Bar)
Nose Protection
Cheek Bone Protection
Nose Sharpness Index
Upper Mouth Protection
Lower Mouth Protection
Left Side Vertical Bar Angle
Right Side Vertical Bar Angle
Left Side Vertical Bar Apex
Length
Left Side Vertical Bar Apex Height
Right Side Vertical Bar Apex
Length
Right Side Vertical Bar Apex
Height
Mid Vertical Bar Apex Length
Mid Vertical Bar Apex Height
Secondary Horizontal Bar Offset
Distance
Secondary Horizontal Bar Offset
Angle
Frame/Horizontal Bar Diameter
Vertical Bar Diameter

Although there are virtually infinite possibilities for defining and measuring
parameters of a faceguard, two main approaches were used throughout the parameter
definition phase of this study. First, the method of parameter definitions had to be
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consistently defined. For example, measuring the Nose Protection (D3) parameter was
measured perpendicular to a line coincident with the frame attachment locations. This
allowed for a consistent measurement technique that did not bias results across faceguard
styles or helmet-compatible series due to the measurement from a consistent and
objective location. Secondly, the parameter definitions had to be physical. For example, a
change of a parameter should result in the same change to the geometry. This is best
illustrated in the following discussion regarding the definitions of the splines
parameterizing the main horizontal arcs used in this study.
Splines as opposed to Bezier curves were used to define the curvature of the
horizontal bars for a few reasons. First, the Bezier curve definition method would have
resulted in definitions for parameters that were not physical. For instance, to define the
curve using a Bezier control point (or control vertices), the value would be approximately
115 mm as opposed to D3 (in Table 3.2 above) which is 77 mm. The apex of the arc of
the SF2BDSW is 77 mm from the attachment frame. The definition of the parameter that
has physical context enables direct comparisons to the geometry (i.e., a difference in
variable D3 of 5 mm translates to a primary horizontal design arc of 5 mm difference in
apex length. The same cannot be said for defining these variables using the Bezier curve
method). Secondly, to define the Bezier curve, an extra parameter is needed to
completely constrain the curve. Bezier curve parametric definitions for the primary
horizontal arcs could have been used to define the curvature of the arc more precisely;
however, agreement with the original manufacturer’s designs was found from using the
generic spline definitions of D3, D4, and D5 which fully defined the spline.
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Model Verification
To ensure the parameter definitions, modeling constraints, and geometric
relationships were appropriately modeled, an iterative process of model review verified
the models. The framework used for this approach is summarized in Fig. 3.2.

Figure 3.2. Framework summarizing approach to verifying the models used for
parametric analyses in this study.
Following each step in the iterative process, the initial parameter definitions and
bounds had to be reassessed to ensure proper model performance. For example, under
constrained geometry resulted in unrealistic models at the limits of single parameters and
at the limits of two or more parameters. To address these issues, additional geometric
constraints were added or the bounds for parameters were limited.
Verified parametric models from SOLIDWORKS were imported into ANSYS®
WorkbenchTM 19.0 (ANSYS, Inc., Canonsburg, PA) for Static Structural Analysis—
similar to the methods discussed in the literature [28]. Upon validation of the structural
stiffness models from the experimental values [11], the finite element simulations were
configured with ModeFrontier 2020 (ESTECO, Trieste).
Design of Experiments
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Many algorithms exist to sample the design space, but common approaches
include factorial, Monte Carlo, Sobol, completely random, and Uniform Latin
Hypercube. The Uniform Latin Hypercube (ULH) algorithm was selected as the preferred
method for filling the design space with samples. This decision was made based upon the
performance of the algorithm to sample the design space such that the input variables
were minimally correlated [31]. Minimally correlated input variables and the uniform
distribution of design points in the design space was important in this study as there was
no objective function for the responses [32]. Although this algorithm may be preferred
for sampling the entire design space, it may lead to correlated variables when greater than
3 dimensions are used [33]; therefore, it was determined the correlations of input
parameters should be monitored due to the high dimensionality of the parameterized
faceguards. The sample size of each design of experiments (DOE) for the ROPO-SW,
SF-2BD-SW, and SF-2BD, faceguards were 130, 130, and 150, respectively. With each
of the faceguards used in this study, the maximum correlation value was 0.018. Using a
commonly accepted range for degrees of correlation, the ULH algorithm produced a
DOE that had negligible correlation [34]. The decision to use the ULH is supported in the
literature.32
Additionally, preliminary investigations revealed that previously uncorrelated
parameters may be correlated following the failure of some designs to solve during the
analyses. Failed designs could occur when a combination of parameter values resulted in
invalid geometry in SOLIDWORKS® (Dassault Systèmes SolidWorks Corporation,
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Waltham, MA) or failed mesh in ANSYS. Failed designs were omitted, and the Pearson’s
Correlation coefficients were recalculated at the completion of the analyses.
Results
Following the completion of all simulations, the ROPO-SW, SF-2BD-SW, and
the SF-2BD had 34, 44, and 85 designs, respectively, that failed to solve. Despite these
omissions from the design space, the subsequent correlations were all less than 0.2 which
is still widely accepted as negligibly correlated [34]; thus, it can be concluded that the
parameter definitions, bounds, and constraints are robust enough to consistently sample
the entire design space sufficiently. Additionally, the ULH design of experiments can
produce a DOE with negligible correlation amongst the designs of the input parameters.
No designs exceeded the yield strength; therefore, all designs that solved were included
in the design analyses.
As shown in the Tables 3.3-3.5, expected outcomes for changes in the large
diameter were achieved. From the results, it is clear that: the increases in mass were also
reflected as increases in structural stiffness; a larger diameter will increase the structural
stiffness; and a larger diameter will increase the mass. In other words, more material—
greater mass—will lead to a stiffer faceguard. Although intuitive, these results increase
confidence in the model performance.
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Table 3.3. Comparison of the correlations between mass and structural stiffness
responses for each of the faceguards.
Correlation between Mass and Stiffness
Faceguard

Pearson's Correlation Coefficient

SF-2BD
SF-2BD-SW
ROPO-SW

0.942
0.912
0.908

Table 3.4. Comparison of the correlations between large diameter parameter and the
structural stiffness response for each of the faceguards.
Correlation between DiaL and Stiffness
Faceguard

Pearson's Correlation Coefficient

SF2BD
SF2BDSW
ROPOSW

0.938
0.898
0.879

Table 3.5. Comparison of the correlations between the large diameter parameter and the
mass response for each of the faceguards.
Correlation between DiaL and Mass
Faceguard

Pearson's Correlation Coefficient

SF2BD
SF2BDSW
ROPOSW

0.982
0.989
0.984

A sensitivity analysis was performed that included all parameters. The results for
each faceguard are summarized in Table 3.6.
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Table 3.6. Summary of results specifying the three parameters for each faceguard that
contributed most to the structural stiffness.
Parameter Effects on Stiffness
Faceguard
ROPO-SW

SF-2BD-SW

SF-2BD

Parameter

Percent Effect

DiaL
D3
D2
DiaL
D3

78%
16%
4%
86%
11%

D2
DiaL
D3
D17

2%
92%
5%
1%

Although the large diameter design parameter has the greatest effect on structural
stiffness, the arc length and angle of the primary horizontal bar can contribute to the
structural stiffness of a faceguard for the same large diameter. Additionally, large
changes in both the mass and structural stiffness response were achieved among viable
designs. The percent ranges of the maximum response value of all viable designs are
detailed in Table 3.7. In contrast, the results from each faceguard demonstrated an ability
to change some parameters such that minimal changes of responses were made in viable
faceguard designs. Counter
Table 3.7. Percent changes from maximum response to minimum response for viable
designs from each faceguard.
Percent Change in Response Among Viable Designs
Faceguard
SF2BD
SF2BDSW
ROPOSW

Structural Stiffness
77%
90%
73%
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Mass
48%
58%
47%

Two responses for each individual design in the SF-2BD faceguard experiment
are compared in Fig. 3.3. This illustrates an ability to change the mass without changing
the structural stiffness as indicated by comparing designs on a similar horizontal line.
Similarly, the structural stiffness can vary without changing the mass which is visualized
by comparing designs on a similar vertical line. An example of this for each response is
detailed in Tables 3.8 and 3.9.

Structural Stiffness (N/mm)

250

200

150

100

50

0
0.20

0.25

0.30

0.35
Mass (kg)

0.40

0.45

0.50

Figure 3.3. All viable designs plotted to compare two responses: Mass and Structural
Stiffness for the SF-2BD faceguard experiment.
Table 3.8. Comparison of two viable designs with similar Structural Stiffnesses and
different masses.

Mass (kg)
Stiffness (N/mm)

Design 1
0.35
188

SF-2BD Viable Designs
Design 2
Percent Difference
0.45
20.8%
187
0.8%
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Table 3.9. Comparison of two viable designs with similar masses and different Structural
Stiffnesses.

Mass (kg)
Stiffness (N/mm)

Design 1
0.35
188

SF-2BD Viable Designs
Design 3
Percent Difference
0.36
0.4%
106
43.8%

Discussion
This study sought to utilize the reverse engineered and structurally validated
models of three common American football faceguards to develop a framework for
parametric methods development that can be applied to similar faceguards of different
faceguard categories and helmet-compatible series. This was accomplished by testing this
framework on two faceguards of different helmet compatible series—the ROPO-SW and
SF-2BD-SW that are compatible with the Schutt Q11 and Riddell SpeedFlex,
respectively—and on two faceguards of different categories—the SF-2BD and SF-2BDSW have different number of horizontal and vertical bars.
Using data available from the literature and by permission of the authors [11, 28],
the computational results from Ferriell et al. and experimental results from Bina et al. are
in agreement with the models of the original manufacturers’ designs analyzed in this
study. Furthermore, changes in structural stiffness and mass were highly correlated with
changes in the large diameter parameter for all three experiments. Although intuitive,
these results improve confidence in the computational models. Despite these correlations,
the experiments elucidated the possibility of changing the stiffness of a faceguard by over
40% while maintaining similar mass. The opposite is similarly true, although similar
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stiffnesses could have up to a 20% change in mass. These results are important for both
athletes and faceguard manufacturers as preferred stiffnesses can be maintained given
different masses. Since the literature points to a lack of safety for faceguards with a
greater weight due to the potential for athletes to lead with the crown of the helmet [35],
these results indicate the possibility of reducing the weight (mass) while still maintaining
similar stiffnesses.
The ability of the framework to produce large changes in responses for different
faceguard designs is similar to the results found by Johnson et al. in which a 39.5%
decrease in shear strain on the brain for a front impact was found in their optimal design.
Furthermore, their results suggest that the faceguard design can have a significant effect
on the mechanical response of the brain. Coupled with comparisons to laboratory
reconstructions that elucidate the effects of faceguard structural stiffness on measured
responses like rotational acceleration, future work using this framework should include
approximate designs from the Johnson et al. work to provide context for the results to
shear strain on the brain [23]. In turn, the importance of faceguard parameters on the
mechanical response of the brain can be more appropriately determined.
The data suggests that a large faceguard diameter is the most critical parameter to
consider when assessing mass and structural stiffness; however, the large diameter may
not be the most important parameter when considering other responses not considered in
this methods development study. For example, it has been shown that visibility can be a
critical parameter of interest in athlete performance and safety [12]. Given the bounds on
the large diameter used in this study, it is unlikely that the large diameter is the primary
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parameter of interest to affect responses related to visibility. This means that although
there are many parameters included in this study that did not affect the structural stiffness
or mass of the faceguard, these same parameters may influence other responses not
directly investigated for this study. It is important to consider these parameters in future
faceguard analyses, because seemingly unimportant parameters may significantly
influence responses not directly investigated in this study.
Bina et al. demonstrated an ability to distinguish faceguards based upon the
structural stiffness [11]. Similarly, this study has sought to understand the parameters that
influence the differences in structural response. Although more faceguards should be
investigated before making conclusions for all faceguards, it appears the inclusion of
different categorical variables such as number of horizontal or vertical bars can influence
the impact certain parameters have on the structural performance of a faceguard. For
example, the structural stiffness of the single-wire faceguards investigated in this study—
SF-2BD-SW and the ROPO-SW—were greatly affected by the length of the main
horizontal design arc (D3). This contrasts to the structural stiffness results of the SF-2BD
faceguard—which has two horizontal bars and three vertical bars—which was less so
affected by the angle of the middle horizontal bar (D17). Although the sensitivity analysis
for all three faceguards were performed with negligibly correlated parameters, these
results need to be compared across more faceguards to ensure consistency. It is also
important to note that the structural stiffness of the single-wire faceguards were over
three times more affected by the length of the main horizontal arc (D3), whereas the
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structural stiffness of the SF-2BD faceguard was slightly more affected by the angle of
the middle horizontal bar (D17) than the length of the main horizontal arc (D3).
Conclusion
This study has demonstrated an ability to consistently define parameters for
faceguards of different qualitative conformations and of different helmet-compatible
series. The framework used to make these comparisons can now be used to compare
additional faceguards ranging more categories and helmet-compatible series to provide
athletes with greater agency when making their headgear decisions. The ability to alter
some faceguard performance metrics, such as stiffness, while maintaining the same mass
suggests that manufacturers may be able to make changes to current designs while
maintaining certain specifications like weight. Future work should investigate novel
faceguard models to compare to manufacturers’ original designs. Additional faceguard
performance metrics should also be defined to compare how the parameters defined in
this study affect other measures.
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CHAPTER FOUR
COMPARISON OF PARAMETER EFFECT ON PERFORMANCE RESPONSES IN
AMERICAN FOOTBALL FACEGUARD MODELS
Introduction
The American football headgear design community—consisting of researchers,
equipment manufacturers, and equipment managers, among others—has continued to
develop novel testing methodologies [1-4], as well as novel designs [5], to improve
athlete safety and performance. Tools like the Summation of Tests for the Analysis of
Risk (STAR) helmet rating system [6] and the National Football League (NFL) Helmet
Challenge [7] have sought to rank headgear designs based upon critical safety metrics.
These rankings give athletes, parents, and equipment managers the safety-related
information necessary to make an informed decision about the headgear they may choose
to wear or advise their athletes to wear. This improved agency for athletes should
continue to be developed, so athletes can make informed decisions about the headgear
technology they choose to wear.
Although the headgear design community has made great improvements in
headgear technology, minimal design changes have been made to the faceguard. This
could be, in part, due to the lack of performance and safety-related metrics that may be
used to evaluate a faceguard—rendering potential design changes speculative. One
method that has been demonstrated to differentiate between faceguard designs is a
structural stiffness measurement [3]. Although this metric is capable of quantifying
structural differences between faceguard designs, the preference to a particular stiffness is
unclear. For example, a less stiff faceguard may improve impact attenuation [Ferriell
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2022] while the original intent of a faceguard was to protect facial structures from
catastrophic injury [8]. Additionally, research has shown the faceguard to affect the
structure of the helmet by stiffening the entire headgear system which may be detrimental
to impact performance [9]. Despite this, other research has found that head injury metrics
are not greatly affected by changes in faceguard selection—especially when compared to
the effects of the helmet [10].
Another metric that may be used to distinguish between faceguard designs is
weight. Research has hypothesized that added weight from a faceguard may lead to
athletes leading with the crown of their helmet [8]. The rule established by the National
Football League (NFL) in 2014 banned the use of “overbuilt” faceguards. “Overbuilt” is
a colloquial term used to categorize faceguards with a large number of bars in the design
space. This can intuitively lead to a heavier faceguard. Although the safety of athletes is
critical, a heavier faceguard may also affect athlete performance. Since athletes’ safety
and performance may be affected by the weight of their faceguards, this performance
metric should be reported and compared across faceguards currently available to improve
athlete agency—especially considering the weight of specific faceguards are challenging
to find on manufacturers’ websites.
A performance metric also discussed in the literature is visibility. Visibility has
been shown to be an important consideration for athlete performance and safety [11-16].
Additionally, players lack quantitative comparisons of faceguard visibility metrics. Like
weight and structural stiffness, each athlete—or each position—may have a particular
preference for the degree of visual obstruction caused by the faceguard. Different metrics
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should be developed to allow each athlete the ability to compare the different degrees of
visibility within different visual field boundaries.
When comparing different degrees of occlusion caused by faceguards, the
physiology that determines visual acuity should be considered. The human visual field is
limited to 60 degrees superiorly, 75 degrees inferiorly, and 200 degrees laterally [17].
The physiological basis for types of vision—like in-focus or peripheral—is based upon
the concentration of two different types of cells in the retina: cones and rods [18]. Cones
are the cells that perceive color and allow for humans to see clearly with high acuity. The
portion of the visual field attributed to the high concentration of cones at the center of the
retina is called foveal vision. It is widely accepted that foveal vision extends 2 degrees
both laterally/medially and superiorly/inferiorly from the line of sight. Conversely, the
boundary for when foveal vision becomes peripheral vision is not as consistently defined.
For example, the following have been used as the boundary for peripheral vision:
anything outside of foveal vision [18, 19]; anything outside of parafoveal and perifoveal
vision [19]; anything outside of the central visual field [11, 15, 16, 19]; and anything
outside of binocular vision [17]. The degree to which the visual field is occluded is
important to player safety [15, 16]. Additionally, the football faceguard has been
identified as an obstruction to the visual field [14, 16]; however, an analysis that
identifies the contributions of parameters to the occlusion of the visual field has not been
done. Furthermore, comparisons between faceguards currently available to athletes has
not been reported; therefore, the quantification of the visual occlusion from headgear—
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and the faceguard specifically—could be of importance to improving athlete agency in
player safety and performance decisions.
Given the considerable lack of faceguard performance data available to athletes to
make informed decisions regarding performance and safety related headgear choices, this
study seeks to: define new visibility metrics that may be used to evaluate the differences
in visibility for faceguard designs; elucidate the differences in three performance
metrics—stiffness, mass, and visibility—of reverse-engineered and structurally validated
faceguard models of manufacturer’s original designs; and compare the parameters that
most influence the performance metrics for different faceguard categories and helmet
compatible series. The results from this study will: improve athlete agency in
performance- and safety-related protective equipment decisions; inform manufacturers
and innovators in the headgear design community of visibility metrics that may be used
to further evaluate headgear designs; and explain performance results given differences in
parameters and categorical variables of faceguard designs.
Methods
Original Manufacturer’s Design Comparison
Utilizing the methods discussed in Chapter 3, the same reverse engineering, finite
element validation, and parametric modeling process was implemented with nine total
faceguards from four helmet series spanning four faceguard categories. The nine
faceguard models analyzed in this study, shown in Fig. 4.1, were manufactured by
Riddell® (Des Plaines, IL), Schutt Sports (Litchfield, IL), or Vicis (Seattle, WA).
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Figure 4.1. The manufacturers, faceguard models, and compatible helmet (in
parentheses) analyzed in this study.
The reverse engineering approach was conducted by importing a 3D scanned .stl
file image into SOLIDWORKS® (Dassault Systèmes SolidWorks Corporation, Waltham,
MA) where the parameter definitions and geometric constraints were defined. The solid
model that approximated the geometry of the 3D scan was then imported into ANSYS®
WorkbenchTM 19.0 (ANSYS, Inc., Canonsburg, PA) with appropriate integration of
parameters. Upon validation, a parametric approach was defined in a ModeFrontier 2020
(ESTECO, Trieste) workspace using the Uniform Latin Hypercube (ULH) algorithm [21,
22]. The design space was constrained to the designs that did not exceed yield strength of
a general stainless steel (207 MPa). This material was applied to each of the faceguards to
analyze the differences in the structure. It is unlikely this is the exact material used for the
faceguards in this study; however, the proprietary materials used are not known. The
decision to model the faceguards as stainless steel structures—when validated against an
experimental result—is supported in the literature [22]. Additionally, the bounds on the
parameters were selected through an iterative process to ensure the sufficient sampling of
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viable designs and to obtain viable geometry per the methods discussed in Chapter 3. The
selection for the faceguards in this work, detailed in Table 4.1, was determined by the
availability for an experimental study being concurrently performed in the laboratory;
however, the selection of the faceguards from the partner study was based upon common
faceguards used in the industry. Additionally, the faceguards were selected based upon a
sufficient sampling of each of two broad faceguard categories: skill and linemen. These
represent an accepted delineation in the preferences of certain positions that can be found
on sporting goods websites, is commonly accepted by players, equipment managers, and
industry professionals, and is also found in the literature [11]. Lastly, these faceguards
selected from the partner study are all commonly available and used at all levels of
football including junior, collegiate, and professional.
Table 4.1. Faceguards analyzed in this study with respective manufacturers and
compatible helmets.
Manufacturer

Helmet-Compatible

Faceguard Style
SF-2BD-SW

Riddell

SpeedFlex

SF-2BD
SF-3BD

Q11
Schutt

ROPO-SW
ROPO-SW-NB-VC

F7
ROPO-NB-VC
SO-212-LP
Vicis

Zero1

SO-223-LP
SO-213-E-LP
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Parametric and Response Analysis
To analyze the effects of the parameters on responses for each of the faceguards,
similar approaches to Chapter 3 were followed. For example, the Pearson’s Correlation
between parameters for the design of experiments was used as verification that the design
space was sampled sufficiently [23]. Additionally, the Pearson’s Correlation coefficient
was used to compare the relationship between parameters and responses.
Visibility Response Definition
Using the Hybrid III 50th percentile male anthropomorphic testing device and
image processing to approximate the position of the eyes, visibility metrics were
calculated from this reference position for each faceguard. The total visual field
considered in this study was defined as 180° x 76° based upon 180 degrees horizontally
measured from the center of the faceguard laterally and 23 degrees superiorly and 53
degrees inferiorly. Although each helmet compatible series has a unique total visual field
due to the structure of the helmet-interfacing frame, the visibility metrics developed for
this study were designed to objectively compare the design space. The visibility metrics
proposed include the central visual field occlusion (CVF-O), peripheral visual field
occlusion (PVF-O), and far peripheral field occlusion (FPVF-O) metrics. These visual
field categories are illustrated in Fig. 4.2.
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Figure 4.2. (a) Median plane view of a football helmet with the inferior-superior central
visual field boundaries overlayed, (b) Transverse plane view of a football helmet with the
medial-lateral central, peripheral, and far peripheral visual field boundaries overlayed.
Occlusions to the central visual field are defined by any portion of the faceguard
within the central visual field. It is possible this metric will be chiefly important to
athletes as this is the portion of vision that is directly in front of the eyes. Occlusions to
the peripheral visual field are defined by any portion of the faceguard within the design
space but outside of the central visual field. Occlusions to the far peripheral field are
defined by any portion of the faceguard that occludes the portion of the visual field
limited to monocular view laterally on both sides; thus, this would be the outer 30
degrees on either side of the 180° design space.
The dimension used to define the visual field was the approximate radius of the
main (superior) horizontal design bar, D3, which has previously been defined in Chapter
3. This dimension creates a three-dimensional surface that can be considered a cylindrical
approximation of the visual field, which is supported in the literature [20]. Horizontal, or
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nearly horizontal, occlusions to the visual field were measured using the approximated
radius away from the eyes and the radii of each bar. For example, a bar 70 mm away
measuring 3 mm in diameter that spans the entire horizontal visual field is going to
occlude the visual field by θ1 x θ2, where 𝜃1 = tan−1(3⁄70)° and 𝜃2 = 180°. Similar
approaches were used for vertical, or nearly vertical, bars. Oblique bars were analyzed
individually, since oblique structures pertinent to the visibility metrics calculated in this
study were only found for a single faceguard—the SO-213-E-LP which was
parameterized to potentially have oblique eye guards.
The Central Visual Field – Occlusion (CVF-O) metric (4.1) was calculated using
an analytical equation of the form:
𝐶𝑉𝐹 − 𝑂 = 𝜃1 ∗ 𝛼

(4.1)

Where:
𝜃1 = tan−1(𝐷𝑖𝑎𝐿⁄𝐷3)°

(4.2)

𝛼 = 2 ∗ tan−1 (𝑥⁄ 2
)°
√𝑦 + 𝑧 2

(4.3)

𝑦(𝐷1, 𝐷2, 𝐷3)

(4.4)

𝑥(𝑦)

(4.5)

𝑧(𝐷3)

(4.6)
D1 measures the distance from a reference position to the attachment location of

the main horizontal design bar on the frame, and D2 measures the angle of the main
horizontal design bar—as defined in Chapter 3. DiaL represents the large diameter
parameter. These equations calculate the geometric obstruction of the uppermost
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horizontal design bar that enters into the central visual field. Additionally, the metric
assumes that the central visual field will be occluded completely below the uppermost
horizontal bar. This assumption was made as an attempt to quantify the loss of quality of
visual field below the faceguard (i.e., during game play, there may be less information
below the main horizontal bar that is important to athlete safety and performance).
Additionally, this assumption simplified analyses so that an analytical calculation could
be more appropriately formulated; however, the measure remains consistent and
objective across all faceguards included in the present study by controlling for the
location of the reference positions.
The Peripheral Visual Field – Occlusion (PVF-O) metric was calculated by
subtracting the occlusions of the horizontal bars, eye guards, and vertical bars from the
total design space outside of the central visual field using analytical equations of the
form:
𝑃𝑉𝐹 − 𝑂 = (180° − 60°) ∗ 𝛽 + 𝜃1 ∗ 𝛾

(4.7)

Where:
𝛽(𝐷1, 𝐷𝑖𝑎𝐿)

(4.8)

𝛾(𝐷1)

(4.9)
In (4.7), β quantifies the obstruction due to the uppermost horizontal bar, whereas

γ quantifies vertical bar obstructions like eye guards. Each vertical obstruction was
manually added for each vertical obstruction. In this study, only one vertical bar
obstructed the peripheral visual field on either side of the median plane (SO-213-E-LP);
therefore, only this faceguard included the γ term in the PFV-O metric calculation. It was
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assumed that the peripheral visual field is anything outside the CVF but within the design
space. Although portions of the horizontal bar and some of the vertical bars may occlude
the CVF, the amount of the bar in the CVF was considered to be negligible compared to
the occlusion of the PVF. Similar to the CVF-O metric, the peripheral visual field was
assumed to be occluded below the obstruction from the uppermost horizontal bar.
Furthermore, the effect of D2—the angle of the uppermost horizontal bar—was
considered to be negligible in the periphery. Although β was not a function of D3, it still
accounted for the lateral distance from the frame to the approximate location of the eyes.
Since the frames were not parameterized in this study, these values were manually
measured for each faceguard frame and considered to be constants throughout the
parametric experiment for each individual faceguard frame.
The Far Peripheral Visual Field – Occlusion (FPVF-O) metric was calculated
using the outer 30 degrees of the design space where binocular view is limited and
monocular view occurs using analytical equations similar to the PVF-O metric; however,
the horizontal obstruction calculation was limited to 180°-120°. It is important to note
that some frames may extend beyond the 180° limit used in this study. Since monocular
view can extend 10° on both sides of the 180° limit used in this study, the faceguard
frames that limit obstructions in the far peripheral visual field may not be measured
appropriately with the FPVF-O metric.
Results
Original Manufacturer’s Comparison
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The results from this study elucidate quantitative differences between
faceguard designs currently available to athletes when comparing multiple metrics. The
results displayed in Fig. 4.3 compare the structural stiffness and mass of the original
manufacturer’s designs. This demonstrates the potential to vary stiffness while
maintaining similar mass, as well as vary mass while maintaining similar structural
stiffness. Furthermore, this can be achieved across faceguards of different helmet
compatible series and styles.

Figure 4.3. Comparison of mass and structural stiffness responses from the models of the
original manufacturer’s designs.
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The results were varied for each of the visibility metrics analyzed, except the
peripheral visual field and the far peripheral visual field. The far peripheral visual field –
occlusion (FPVF-O) metric was not analyzed further due to the lack of information
gained by analyzing in the far peripheral visual field; however, given the inclusion of an
eye guard, the results could be more different because a greater percentage of the far
peripheral visual field would be occluded. This was made clear by analyzing the PVF-O
and FPVF-O metrics for the SO213-E-LP faceguard which has eye guards. The CVF-O
and PVF-O metrics for each of the faceguards analyzed in this study are shown in Fig.
4.4.

Figure 4.4. Comparison of the CVF-O metric and the PVF-O metric for the original
manufacturer’s designs.
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The percent difference between the most occluded faceguard in the central visual
field (ROPO-SW) and the least occluded faceguard (SO-213-E-LP) was 21%. The
percent difference between most occluded and least occluded faceguards in the peripheral
visual field was 22%.
Parametric Comparisons
For all faceguards, the greatest predictor of structural stiffness and mass was the
larger diameter parameter which defines most of the bar diameters in the frame and
design space. For some faceguards, this parameter defines all the bars except the vertical
bars in the design space. Large percent changes of mass and stiffness responses, shown in
Fig. 4.5, were achieved in viable designs for all faceguards.
100%

%Δ Stiffness

90%

80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
40%

45%
SF-2BD-SW
ROPO-SW
SO-213-E-LP

50%

55%
%Δ Mass

SF-2BD
ROPO-SW-NB-VC
SO-223-LP

60%
SF-3BD
SO-212-LP
ROPO-NB-VC

Figure 4.5. Percent changes from maximum responses of viable designs for each
faceguard.
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Table 4.3 details the values of the Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient between the
large diameter parameter and structural stiffness for all viable designs of each faceguard.
Due to the high degree of correlation between the large diameter parameter and mass for
all viable designs of each faceguard, the specific values are not detailed below. All
Pearson’s Correlation Coefficients between the large diameter parameter and mass were
greater than 0.979.
Table 4.3. Correlations between Structural Stiffness and the larger diameter parameter
from results of the design of experiments for each faceguard style.
Correlation between Large Diameter
Parameters and Structural Stiffness

Faceguard Style

Pearson's
Correlation
Coefficient

SF2BD

0.938

SF-3BD

0.928

ROPO-NB-VC

0.916

SF2BDSW

0.898

SO-223-LP

0.883

ROPOSW

0.879

SO-212-LP

0.873

SO-213-E-LP

0.871

ROPO-SW-NB-VC

0.83

Due to the definition and analytical equations used to calculate visibility in this
study, the parameters that affect visibility were known prior to analysis. The arc length,
large diameter, angle of the primary horizontal bar, and the vertical location along the
frame where the horizontal design bar attaches are the parameters that contribute to the
occlusion of the central visual field from a faceguard. The large diameter and vertical
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location along the frame where the horizontal design bar attaches are the parameters that
contribute to the occlusion of the peripheral visual field from a faceguard; however, the
occlusion to the peripheral visual field—to a greater extent than the CVF-O metric—was
dependent on values measured with respect to each unique frame.
The Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient was greater than 0.8 between Mass and
Structural Stiffness; greater than 0.7 for stress and structural stiffness; and negligible for
visibility and all other performance metrics; thus, the visibility metrics for each faceguard
were not predicted by other metrics.
Discussion
These results are the first of their kind to elucidate the parameters most influential
to pertinent performance metrics in faceguard design. Faceguard categories can be
organized based upon the degree of correlation between large diameter parameter and
structural stiffness, as shown in Table 4.3. Additionally, the high degree of correlation
between mass and the large diameter parameter for all faceguards suggests the
interrelated nature of the mass, structural stiffness, and large diameter parameter. Despite
this, the visibility metrics were either weakly or negligibly correlated to the structural
stiffness, mass, and large diameter; therefore, the visibility may be altered independent
from mass and stiffness which may be important for athletes seeking to maintain
stiffness, decrease mass, and decrease visual field obstructions—as an example.
The methods detailed in Chapter 3 and the results presented in this study may
afford manufacturers the opportunity to alter their own parameters to influence responses
like stiffness, mass, and visibility. Some in the literature have attempted to quantify the
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visibility of faceguards [14], but this is the first parametric approach to quantifying the
relationship between faceguard performance metrics, parameters, and multiple visibility
metrics. The results of the original manufacturer’s designs indicate increased visibility in
Vicis faceguards when compared to the categorically comparable faceguards from
Riddell and Schutt; however, the results may be sensitive to modelling errors.
Considering the validated reverse engineering approach used in this study does not
perfectly capture the structural performance of the faceguard [22], these errors could
affect the discrepancies in visibility metrics for the faceguard designs. Despite this,
inspection of Fig. 4.1 and images from manufacturers’ websites will likely confirm the
congruity between the computational models used in this study and actual faceguards.
There is a high degree of confidence in the parametric analyses considering the
minimal correlations between input variables for most specimen; however, the heavier
faceguards (i.e., SF-3BD) did have higher degrees of correlation between input
parameters. This means the design space was not uniformly sampled when considering
only viable designs. Decisions made from these results should be used cautiously as they
may not indicate a sufficient sampling of the entire design space; however, the
parameters that were correlated were not influential in any other faceguard design
experiment. It is doubtful the results would be affected by the inclusion of more samples
to reduce correlations of these non-influential parameters.
It is important to note the limitations of this study. First, the choice of material for
each of these experiments were kept the same. Since each faceguard series has a
proprietary material—typically a stainless steel, although titanium alloys and aluminum
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hollow tubes have also been used—the selection of a standard stainless steel was
intended to compare the influence of each faceguard structure on mass and structural
stiffness. Future work should attempt to address the ways in which material selection can
affect the responses because making design decisions with these models would not be
advised until the specific materials and material properties are known; however, a
preliminary investigation demonstrated expected results when selecting a material with a
decreased elastic modulus (decreased structural stiffness) and decreased density
(decreased mass). Second, the approximations for the visibility calculations could be
refined to improve their accuracy. Although the computational values were manually
validated, other computational measurement techniques and the inclusion of a
parameterized frame may more accurately reflect the visibility values from the parametric
analyses. Although the Von Mises stress was used to compare to the constraint of the
yield strength of the material, the quasi-static loading condition is not indicative of the
loading conditions imposed on faceguards during use; thus, to assess the viability of these
designs for manufacture more appropriately, a dynamic loading simulation indicative of
the loading conditions during use may be able to elucidate the limits of varying the
design more clearly.
The human limits of the visual field are entirely within the faceguard design area.
There is no portion of the faceguard design area that is limited by human physiology.
Thus, these values, while based in physiology, are limited in their use as
conceptualizations for objective comparison. These results should not be used as exact
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measurements due to the use of cylindrical coordinates to approximate the measurements,
which is supported in the literature [20].
The parametric approach used in this study has limitations. Research has
demonstrated the limitations of using a parametric approach that does not accommodate
for categorical structural changes [25]. Since the parametric approach used in the present
study was limited to dimensional parameters, using a method like the approach discussed
in the literature could illicit a more robust design tool. Topological optimization, for
example, has been used to analyze the effects of structural variables on pertinent brain
injury metrics [5]; however, the constraints imposed for this topological optimization did
not accommodate for the design possibilities enabled by investment casting. Oblique
bars, for example, were excluded from the experiment, and some original manufacturers’
faceguards included in this present study have oblique bars. The decision to compare
faceguards based upon the dimensional parameters defined in Chapter 3 attempts to
inform faceguard manufacturers of the specific dimensions they can alter to improve
faceguard performance metrics.
The analysis shows that the primary contribution to mass and structural stiffness
is the large diameter parameter. This is critical to improving faceguard design, as future
investigations of faceguard design should attempt to innovate the cross section of the
bars. An elliptical cross section with parameterized major axis, minor axis, and angle
orientation of these axes are one approach that could completely parameterize the cross
section. Should innovations arise from the results presented in this study, compliance
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with National Operating Committee on Standards for Athletic Equipment (NOCSAE)—
specifically, ND087, a standard for evaluating faceguard safety—should be ensured [30].
Especially given the faceguard innovations seen recently from Zuti Facemask and
Riddell (see Axiom helmet-compatible faceguards and integration within the helmet
system), the need remains to develop testing methodologies and design comparison
techniques to better inform athletes, parents, equipment managers, and manufacturers of
the parameters pertinent to performance. Future work should continue to compare the
latest technology to faceguards currently available. Future work should also attempt to
parameterize the frame of the faceguards while monitoring both the changes to the PVFO metric and the FPVF-O metric. Although this would be a critical step to perform early
in the design process for the entire headgear system—given the integration of the
faceguard to the helmet shell or other integration method—elucidating the effects
different frame parameters may have on visibility could improve these athlete safety and
performance metrics.
Conclusion
This study investigated the parameters that affect faceguard performance metrics
for common American football faceguards. Nine faceguard styles from four helmet
manufacturers were reverse engineered, parameterized, and computationally analyzed for
structural stiffness, weight, and visibility to elucidate the variables pertinent to the
respective performance metrics. The results indicated the original manufacturers’ designs
varied greatly. The most critical design parameter for each faceguard analyzed in this
study was the large diameter parameter. The stiffness and mass were highly correlated for
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each faceguard. The most critical design parameter for visibility was varied; however, the
influence of the helmet-compatible frames was not investigated and is hypothesized to
influence the peripheral visual field obstruction greatly. The results suggest that
manufacturers should investigate the diameter of the bars more thoroughly to innovate to
decrease weight and alter structural stiffness to enhance athlete performance while
maintaining their safety. Since the visibility metrics were negligibly correlated to
structural stiffness and mass, it is possible future studies may be able to alter visibility
without affecting structural stiffness or mass. Future studies should investigate the ways
in which the cross sections of the bars used for the frame and design space can be
innovated. For example, using an elliptical cross section may reduce weight while
maintaining stiffness within the stress constraints. A parametric approach to designing the
cross sections would improve upon the sport equipment design communities
understanding of the ways in which the design of faceguards can improve athlete
performance and safety.
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CHAPTER FIVE
ANALYSIS OF PARAMETRIC DESIGN METHODS TO AFFECT PERFORMANCE
RESPONSES IN VALIDATED AMERICAN FOOTBALL FACEGUARD
STRUCTURAL STIFFNESS MODELS
Introduction
In recent years, American football headgear design innovations have influenced
sport equipment standards. As new information has become available through research or
novel design methods, standards—like those enforced by the National Operating
Committee on Standards for Athletic Equipment (NOCSAE)—have been updated to
reflect the latest accurate safety-related data. For example, the linear impactor test
method for helmet system analysis [1] and brain injury metrics that utilize measured
rotational accelerations [2, 3] have resulted in updated standards for athletic equipment
and improved athlete agency through communication of results—like the Virginia Tech
Helmet ratings [4] and the National Football League (NFL) Helmet Challenge [5].
One design innovation that has not been explicitly addressed in sport equipment
standards is the investment casting of American football faceguards. Currently, nontraditional faceguards are banned by the NFL and National Collegiate Athletics
Association (NCAA) [6]. Most faceguards are manufactured using proprietary steel wires
of approximately 4-6.5 mm diameter. These bars are then welded and coated with a
polyethylene powder coating. Standards exist that address requirements for the
manufacture of American football faceguards, such as the requirement that welds fixing
two wires must occur outside the ocular area [7]. Although research has not proven the
extent to which design innovations using this manufacturing method can increase athlete
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safety, the results in Chapters 3 and 4 have proven altering faceguard parameters can
influence faceguard performance responses such as mass, structural stiffness, and
visibility. With increased design capabilities of investment casting faceguards,
manufacturers may be able to alter parameter values to influence faceguard performance
metrics according to specific athlete preferences; however, athlete preferences for
faceguard performance metrics are not clear, as athlete position and personal preferences
may influence these choices.
Overbuilt faceguards, a category of faceguards with a greater number of
horizontal and/or vertical bars within the design space than traditional faceguards, are
banned for use. Work performed by researchers for the NFL and NCAA have suggested a
few reasons for banning overbuilt faceguards [6, 8, 9]. Research has shown that an
increased mass of a faceguard can increase the frequency of impacts to the top of the
head [6]. Since impacts to the top of the head can lead to catastrophic injury of the head,
neck, or spine [6], the researchers suggested increased mass of faceguards should be
approached with caution; however, the results were not statistically significant, and there
were minimal differences in head injury metrics. Although the researchers hypothesized
different reasons why there would be a lack of difference in head injury metrics, the
theoretical basis for decreasing the weight of faceguards is sound, since increased strain
on neck muscles may lead to fatigue and predispositions to lowering the head.
Other research investigating the use of overbuilt faceguards has suggested that it
may lead to a false sense of security or may lead to overly aggressive behavior [8].
Leveraging risk compensation theory, the researchers suggest that athletes are more likely
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to feel safe when wearing overbuilt faceguards—when safety may or may not be
improved. This misconception is likely to alter athlete behavior and may lead to increased
risk of injury. Furthermore, the study reports that athletes would feel more intimidating
on the field while using an overbuilt faceguard; however, the article discusses the
challenge of quantifying the risk of injury due to altered behavior from feeling
intimidating. Lastly, the article suggests that opposing athletes’ fingers may be
predisposed to getting caught within the gaps of an overbuilt faceguard. Other work
attempting to quantify the degree to which faceguards may affect peripheral visuomotor
ability states the reason the NCAA banned overbuilt faceguards was due to the increased
mass and likelihood of leading with the crown of the helmet [9].
Chapter 4 demonstrated the ability of parametric modeling to influence faceguard
performance responses. The results demonstrated the high degree of correlation between
structural stiffness response, mass response, and the large diameter parameter of the steel
wires. One hypothesized innovation that is not explicitly addressed in NOCSAE
standards is the shape, or cross-section, of the steel wires which may influence the mass
and structural stiffness of the faceguard. Considering overbuilt faceguards are banned, in
part, due to their excess mass, an altered cross section of an overbuilt faceguard
manufactured using investment casting may result in a viable and safer design.
Other concerns regarding structural stiffness of faceguards have been raised in the
literature. Research has shown that the faceguard can stiffen the helmet system; however,
minimal changes to head injury metrics were measured [10]. It is not clear what the ideal
stiffness of a faceguard should be considering the original intent of the faceguard was to
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protect facial structures and a faceguard should aid in the impact energy attenuation of
the helmet system. One method of altering the stiffness and the mass of a structure is to
change the material. Typical materials used for faceguard wires include proprietary
steels, titanium alloys, and aluminum tubing [11, 12]; therefore, using a lighter and less
stiff material in the investment casting of a football faceguard will decrease the mass and
structural stiffness for the same geometric conformation; however, the extent to which
the lighter and less stiff material will decrease mass and structural stiffness is not clear.
The goal of this study is three-fold: to evaluate a parameterized cross-section for
the bars of an overbuilt faceguard by minimizing the mass response; to reevaluate the
same reverse engineered faceguard models previously reported in the literature using an
alternate material; and to compare the mass and structural stiffness responses of the
overbuilt faceguard model, alternative material models, and the reverse engineered
faceguard models previously reported in the literature. Collectively, these three tasks will
elucidate the degree to which parameters—namely, geometric parameters that define the
cross section of the bars or material properties—will affect the structural stiffness and
mass of a faceguard. These results and methods can be used by headgear manufacturers,
equipment safety standards organizations, and athletes to better understand faceguard
performance characteristics for improved faceguard design.
Methods
Overbuilt Faceguard
To investigate the exclusion of overbuilt faceguards from use in American
football, the BrickhouZe—a banned overbuilt faceguard from Zuti Facemasks (Shelby
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Township, MI)—was reverse engineered and modeled using a method previously
validated and reported in the literature [12]. The BrickhouZe model, which is compatible
with the SpeedFlex helmet (Riddell), is shown in Fig. 5.1.

Figure 5.1. Reverse engineered model of the BrickhouZe faceguard manufactured by
Zuti Facemasks.
The results of the mass and structural stiffness [13] performance metrics were
then compared to results from Chapter 4 to evaluate the exclusion of the overbuilt
faceguard category from use.
Cross-section Parameterization and Mass Minimization
Results from Chapters 3 and 4 have proven the cross-sectional area of the
faceguard bars—or large diameter parameter—is highly correlated to faceguard mass and
structural stiffness, whereas other parameters are much less correlated to these responses;
therefore, only the cross-sectional areas of the bars were parameterized in this study. The
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cross section of the bars was parameterized as an ellipse with a major axis, minor axis,
and angular displacement of the major axis from a reference position. The reference
positions were defined by approximating the direction of compression used in the finite
element simulation. Since an exact direction was not possible for some of the bars (i.e.,
the planes did not align so that a parallel reference line could be defined), the bounds on
the angle parameters were increased based upon the confidence in the placement of the
reference position. The parameter groups were defined based upon the baseline parameter
values used to model the reverse engineered original manufacturer’s design. The
reference positions in each of the parameter groups were free to converge to optimal
values that reflect the optimization approach discussed below. The five parameter
groups—designated as column vectors in X (5.1)—are organized in Table 5.1 by the
baseline parameter values. Parameter groups 1-5 define one, four, three, four, and 22
metal wire cross sections, respectively.
The constrained optimization approach attempted to minimize the mass of the
overbuilt faceguard subject to the constraints that the structural stiffness be greater than
or equal to 70 N/mm (5.2) and the Von Mises Stress not exceed the ultimate tensile
strength of a generic stainless steel (5.3). These constraints provide structural limits on
the viability of the design. Considering the mass and structural stiffness are highly
correlated, a lack of a structural stiffness constraint would enable unrealistic results; thus,
the constraint value for structural stiffness was chosen as it is the lowest value of
structural stiffness for the faceguards analyzed in Chapter 4. The three groups of
parameters include the major axis (5.4), the minor axis (5.5), and the angle between the
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major axis and the reference position (5.6) for each of the faceguard metal wires. The
bounds for each of these values are detailed in Table 5.1.
The general optimization approach employed in this study was:
𝑀𝑖𝑛 𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 (𝑋)

(5.1)

Subject to:
𝑔1 (𝑋) ≥ 70

𝑁

(5.2)

𝑚𝑚

𝑔2 (𝑋) ≤ 586 𝑀𝑃𝑎

(5.3)

Where:
𝑋1 = [𝑋11 𝑋12 … 𝑋15 ]

(5.4)

𝑋2 = [𝑋21 𝑋22 … 𝑋25 ]

(5.5)

𝑋3 = [𝑋31 𝑋32 … 𝑋35 ]

(5.6)

Table 5.1. The parameter values for the baseline reverse engineered model and the
bounds on the parameters used in the optimization approach.
Parameters

Major
Diameter

Minor
Diameter

Angle

𝑋11 − 𝑋13
𝑋14
𝑋15
𝑋21 − 𝑋23
𝑋24
𝑋25
𝑋31 − 𝑋33
𝑋34
𝑋35

Baseline
Model
Values
6.35

Lower
Bound

Upper
Bound

4.00

6.50

5.77

3.50

6.00

5.52

3.00

5.75

6.35

2.50

6.40

5.77

2.25

5.90

5.52

2.25

5.60

90

80

100

90

70

110

90

70

110
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Units

mm

degrees

All elements of the optimization approach detailed above were integrated with
ModeFrontier 2020 (ESTECO, Trieste). The Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm
– II (NSGA-II) [14] was used with self-initialization to implement the minimization of
the mass response. The NSGA-II was selected due to its preferred performance with nonlinear responses and previous use in the literature [11]. Since each design simulation
takes approximately three minutes, the experiment was limited to 500 design samples.
The results from the optimization approach were then compared to the original
manufacturer’s model, as well as previously reverse engineered models, to evaluate the
appropriateness of the general overbuilt category’s exclusion from use. Coupled with the
results that compared the original design model to previously reverse engineered models,
this experiment will clarify whether it is appropriate to exclude the entire overbuilt
faceguard category or whether values for mass and structural stiffness responses are most
important when considering the exclusion of faceguard technology.
Material Selection
In addition to the investigation of the overbuilt faceguard, the same reverse
engineered faceguard models from Chapter 4 were used in this study; however, the
material was replaced with a general titanium alloy from ANSYS® WorkbenchTM 19.0
(ANSYS, Inc., Canonsburg, PA). The material used for the analyses performed
previously was a general isotropic stainless steel (E = 193 GPa, Poisson’s Ratio =
0.31)—this decision was justified following a validation procedure in which the stainless
steel achieved reasonable results [12]. In this present study, the manufacturer’s original
reverse engineered models were reanalyzed using a general isotropic titanium alloy (E =
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96 GPa, Poisson’s Ratio = 0.36) and compared to the results previously obtained using
the general stainless steel. The change in mass and structural stiffness responses was
measured to indicate the degree to which changing material affects faceguard
performance responses.
Results
Overbuilt Faceguard
The results from the original manufacturer’s reverse engineered model reflect
large differences in mass and structural stiffness from the faceguard models currently
allowed for use. The computational mass was 0.697 kg, which is 46% greater than the
next heaviest faceguard modeled in Chapter 4. The computational stiffness was 464
N/mm, which is 65% greater than the next stiffest faceguard modeled in Chapter 4.
Cross-section Parameterization and Mass Minimization
The results from the mass minimization of the BrickhouZe faceguard, an overbuilt
style faceguard from Zuti Facemasks, indicate it is possible to decrease the mass when
altering elliptical cross-section parameters. In Figs. 5.2 and 5.3, the mass and stiffness
responses are plotted as a function of the design evolution. These results demonstrate an
approximate convergence within 500 design samples.
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Figure 5.2. Evolution of designs from the minimization approach used in this study
demonstrating the decrease in mass.
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Figure 5.3. Evolution of designs from the minimization approach used in this study
demonstrating the decrease in structural stiffness converging around the minimum
stiffness constraint (70 N/mm).
Figs. 5.2 and 5.3 show many feasible designs that decrease mass and structural
stiffness responses. Table 5.2 compares two of these designs and the respective parameter
values to the original reverse engineered model of the manufacturer’s design.
Table 5.2. Comparison of two viable designs to the original reverse engineered model of
the BrickhouZe faceguard.
Major Axes (X1), mm

Minor Axes (X2), mm

Angles (X3), degrees

Parameter

Design
ID

X11

X12

X13

X14

X15

X21

X22

X23

X24

X25

X31

X32

X33

X34

X35

Original

6.35

6.35

6.35

5.77

5.52

6.35

6.35

6.35

5.77

5.52

90

90

90

90

90

5

4.79

4.67

4.94

5.41

4.78

4.15

4.21

3.05

3.25

3.02

91

95

96

97

80

500

4.76

4.59

5.06

3.99

3.15

2.87

3.11

3.01

3.56

3.14

86

83

95

79

83

90

The data in Figs. 5.4 and 5.5 compare two viable designs from the mass
minimization experiment to the mass and stiffness ranges of faceguards previously
reported in the literature. When compared to faceguards analyzed in Chapter 4, the
BrickhouZe model of the original manufacturer’s design has a 46% greater mass than the
next heaviest faceguard (Schutt F7-compatible ROPO-NB-VC) and is 65% stiffer than
the next stiffest faceguard (Schutt Q11-compatible ROPO-SW). Despite this, the
minimization approach employed in this study resulted in viable designs that exist within
the ranges of mass and stiffness of faceguards currently allowed for use, as proven by
comparing the results of this present study to the results in Chapter 4.
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0.41

Figure 5.4. Mass and stiffness responses for two viable BrickhouZe designs plotted
against results previously reported of original reverse engineered models of
manufacturer’s designs.
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Figure 5.5. Mass and structural stiffness responses for two viable BrickhouZe designs
plotted against a gray diagonally striped field representing the ranges for mass and
structural stiffness of the legal faceguards analyzed previously in Chapter 4.
Material Selection
The results of changing the material from a stainless steel to a titanium alloy
demonstrate decreases in both the mass and structural stiffness responses. The results are
shown in Figs. 5.6 and 5.7. Although the reverse engineered model of the original
manufacturer’s BrickhouZe design decreased in both mass and stiffness, the overbuilt
faceguard was slightly greater than the heaviest faceguard analyzed in this study.
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Figure 5.6. Mass responses comparing two materials (stainless steel and titanium alloy)
for faceguard models previously reported and the BrickhouZe overbuilt faceguard.
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Figure 5.7. Structural stiffness responses comparing two materials (stainless steel and
titanium alloy) for faceguard models previously reported and the BrickhouZe overbuilt
faceguard.
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Discussion
Overbuilt Faceguard
The mass and structural stiffness responses of the original manufacturer’s reverse
engineered model are much greater than the responses for faceguards currently allowed
for use. Considering the primary concern with overbuilt faceguards has been reported to
be the increased mass—causing increased likelihood of leading with the crown of the
helmet—these results quantify this difference in mass to be 46% greater than the next
heaviest faceguard—the ROPO-NB-VC, a Schutt F7-compatible faceguard—as shown in
Chapter 4. In each of these models, the large diameter parameters were either as large or
larger than most other faceguards. Additionally, the BrickhouZe and ROPO-NB-VC have
more metal wires within the design space. Both the increased size of the metal wires and
amount of metal wires within the design were the main contributor to the increased mass.
For example, the SF-3BD, a Riddell SpeedFlex-compatible faceguard, has more bars than
the ROPO-NB-VC; however, the large diameter parameters are much lesser in the SF3BD model. This comparison indicates the possibility that a more overbuilt faceguard
with altered large diameter parameters or cross section shape of the metal wires may
decrease the mass.
Cross-section Parameterization and Mass Minimization
The results in Chapter 4 have shown the correlation between the large diameter
parameter of American football faceguard metal wires and performance responses such
as mass and structural stiffness. The results from the mass minimization approach
detailed above—which parameterized only the cross-section shape and size of the metal
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wires—demonstrate comparable trends as both the mass and structural stiffness
converged similarly as the faceguard design evolved. Figs. 5.4 and 5.5, which compare
two designs of the BrickhouZe overbuilt faceguard to reverse engineered models of
faceguards currently allowed for use, illustrates the proximity of mass and stiffness
responses possible for an overbuilt faceguard due to changes in the cross-section shape
and size of the metal wires.
If the entire overbuilt faceguard category is banned from use in American football
due to the increased mass compared to other faceguards [9], the results from this study
challenge the banning of the entire faceguard style category. Although the manufacturer’s
original design was much heavier than the next heaviest faceguard modeled, innovations
to the cross-section shape and size of the metal wires may improve the faceguard
performance response to warrant its use. Despite these findings which challenge the rule
being applied to the entire faceguard category based upon mass, this study does not
address other concerns with the overbuilt faceguard category being banned. For example,
the occlusion to the visual field was not explored. Extensive research has suggested the
occlusions to the visual field, particularly the peripheral visual field, can increase the risk
of injury to athletes [9, 15, 16]. It is hypothesized overbuilt faceguards occlude the visual
field to a greater extent than other faceguards; however, the degree to which the overbuilt
faceguard used in this study occluded the visual field was not investigated. Future work
should compare the degree of occlusion from overbuilt faceguards and faceguards
currently allowed for use. Chapter 4 demonstrated the differences in visual field
occlusions between faceguard designs; therefore, those results may provide
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manufacturers target ranges of occlusion to the visual field for their overbuilt faceguard
designs. In addition to quantifying the degree of occlusion to the visual field, other
concerns for allowing the use of overbuilt faceguards that were not addressed in this
study include the effects on player attitude while wearing an overbuilt faceguard and the
likelihood of opponent fingers becoming entrapped within the smaller geometries of an
overbuilt faceguard. Future work should investigate the degree to which these concerns
are related to injury on the field since reported data does not clearly indicate there is a
relationship [8].
This study used a reverse engineered model of an overbuilt faceguard style in a
finite element simulation of a structural stiffness test to perform a mass minimization
approach using changes in the cross section of the metal wires to effect mass and
structural stiffness responses. This simulation did not account for a dynamic loading
condition. Although research has shown the ability to differentiate between faceguard
designs using experimental and computational structural stiffness tests [12, 13], it is not
clear if the viable designs presented in this study would be viable designs given a
dynamic loading condition. Future work should include the development of a validated
dynamic finite element simulation that can be used to ensure the viability of the proposed
designs in this study. For example, it is possible the size and shape of the cross sections
for Design ID 500 may permanently deform subject to a dynamic loading condition. This
is likely to occur as faceguards commonly permanently deform after extensive use;
however, fracturing or weld separation would render a faceguard design invalid
according to NOCSAE standards [17]. Alternatively, future work could include the
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manufacture of proposed overbuilt faceguard designs and test each according to
NOCSAE standards. The results from the NOCSAE tests, which currently include
multiple dynamic loading conditions using a linear drop tower or pneumatic linear
impactor [1, 7], may better inform the athletic equipment safety standards community of
the viability of overbuilt faceguard designs being used by athletes.
Material Selection
In addition to the decrease in faceguard mass resulting from changes to the large
diameter parameter and cross section shape of the metal wires, a change in material can
also alter faceguard performance responses. The results, shown in Figs. 5.6 and 5.7,
clearly demonstrate the effect material selection can have on the mass and structural
stiffness of faceguards. Intuitively, a material with a lesser density and elastic modulus
will proportionally affect the mass and structural stiffness of the faceguards. The percent
difference of elastic moduli between the general stainless steel and titanium alloy was
50.26%. The average percent difference of the structural stiffness responses between the
general stainless steel and titanium alloy models was 50.34%.
Conclusion
Overbuilt faceguards, like the BrickhouZe from Zuti Facemasks, are currently too
heavy to be used safely in American football. For example, the BrickhouZe is 46%
heavier than the Schutt F7-compatible ROPO-NB-VC, which was the heaviest faceguard
analyzed in Chapter 4 that is currently allowed for use. With the vast design capabilities
of investment casting, precise parameter values can be manufactured to achieve preferred
responses. This study found that changes in the cross-section shape and material can
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result in similar mass and structural stiffness values to faceguard designs currently
allowed for use. Although not all aspects of the justifications for banning overbuilt
faceguards were investigated in this work, this study found that an overbuilt faceguard
can achieve similar masses as faceguards currently allowed for use. Additionally, this
study found that proportional changes in faceguard mass (density) and structural stiffness
(elastic modulus) can be achieved by manufacturing with a different material. Future
work should investigate the ability of proposed overbuilt designs to successfully
complete NOCSAE standards and withstand dynamic loading conditions. To increase
athlete agency in their performance and safety related decisions, standards should be
updated to advise manufacturers on the extent of the design innovations viable for safe
use.
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CHAPTER SIX
CONCLUSION
Summary
This work has presented a reverse engineering, parameterization, and finite
element simulation method that can be used to improve the design of American football
faceguards. The results have: validated the reverse engineering and finite element
simulation protocol; demonstrated preferred sampling of the design space and an ability
to differentiate between faceguard designs based upon the parameters defining faceguard
structures; compared four faceguard performance responses—mass, structural stiffness,
central visual field occlusion, and peripheral visual field occlusion—for models of legal
faceguards currently in use; and detailed methods to decrease mass of heavier faceguards
using changes in material and altered cross-sections of metal wires constituting faceguard
structures.
As presented in Chapter 2, the method of model generation and faceguard
validation is important for ensuring accuracy of individual components of headgear
systems. The models presented in this study can be used within simulations of the entire
headgear system to improve the accuracy of complex headgear computational models.
The models and reverse engineering method were then applied to nine total faceguards so
that parameterized faceguard models could be developed using structurally validated
simulations.
In Chapter 3, the parameterization method was detailed, validated, and verified.
This process included iterating parameter bounds, geometric definitions, and modelling
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methods to sufficiently sample the design space and appropriately constrain geometry.
This methods development chapter detailed the process such that manufacturers that use a
traditional manufacturing method (i.e., bend and weld metal wires) may use a similar
approach to parameterize according to their manufacturing method. Furthermore, this
chapter provided a framework for the parametric model comparison of nine total
faceguard styles.
In Chapter 4, the same reverse engineering, finite element validation, and
parametric modelling method was used to compare nine faceguards according to four
faceguard performance metrics—mass, structural stiffness, Central Visual FieldOcclusion (CVF-O) and Peripheral Visual Field-Occlusion (PVF-O). The results
indicated: the most critical design parameter for affecting mass and structural stiffness
was the large diameter parameter; the stiffness and mass were highly correlated for each
faceguard; the visibility metrics did not correlate to other responses; and the responses
varied for each faceguard style and helmet-compatible series. The implications of these
results include providing athletes with greater agency in their safety and performance
related decisions by comparing these faceguards according to these four metrics. Athletes
can use these results to consider the effects that a faceguard may have on their safety and
performance when they are deciding which headgear system to use. Manufacturers may
be able to use these results to alter the designs that are currently available to have a
desired effect on faceguard performance metrics (i.e., increasing or decreasing weight,
increasing or decreasing structural stiffness, increasing or decreasing occlusions to the
visual field).
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As presented in Chapter 5, the BrickhouZe overbuilt faceguard from Zuti
Facemasks was modeled. The BrickhouZe is 46% heavier than the Schutt F7-compatible
ROPO-NB-VC, which was the heaviest faceguard analyzed in Chapter 4. After
parameterizing the cross-section of the BrickhouZe metal wires, this study found that
changes in the cross-section shape and material can result in similar mass and structural
stiffness values to faceguard designs currently allowed for use. Although not all
justifications for banning overbuilt faceguards were investigated in this work, this study
found that an overbuilt faceguard can achieve similar masses as faceguards currently
allowed for use. Additionally, this study found that proportional changes in faceguard
mass (density) and structural stiffness (elastic modulus) can be achieved by
manufacturing with a different material. These results challenge the blanket ban of the
overbuilt faceguard category based solely on mass. Additionally, the results prove the
methods may be used by headgear manufacturers to decrease faceguard mass by altering
the faceguard metal wire cross-sections.
Future Work
The methods employed in this study are based upon work completed previously in
the laboratory that identified structural stiffness as a unique property of individual
faceguard designs. This quasi-static experimental test does not completely describe the
faceguard performance. For example, the structural stiffness does not correlate with the
visibility metrics developed for this study. Similarly, it is possible the structural stiffness
does not correlate to dynamic performance. A major limitation of this study is the lack of
a dynamic simulation or experimental verification that the proposed design innovations
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(i.e., changing the cross-section shape of an overbuilt faceguard) can produce viable
designs within the ranges of mass and structural stiffness of the legal faceguards currently
in use.
Although the faceguard is not the primary mechanism for impact attenuation
within the headgear system, athlete safety is likely dependent on the faceguard’s mass,
structural stiffness, and occlusions to the visual the field. Future work should further
study the degree to which the visual field can affect athlete safety. Although work has
been performed to quantify the effect of a faceguard on reaction time, a direct
relationship between occlusions to the visual field from a faceguard and traumatic brain
injury risk have not been established. Additionally, the degree to which increased mass
affects traumatic brain injury risk during gameplay should be investigated further.
Despite this, a decreased mass is hypothesized to be preferred for athlete performance;
therefore, manufacturers should continue to develop methods for innovating structure and
material such that mass of the faceguard is decreased.
In Chapter 4, two visibility metrics were defined and used to compare currently
available faceguard styles. The nine faceguards analyzed were from four helmetcompatible series (i.e., groups of faceguards that can configure with a specific helmet).
To configure with the respective helmet, faceguards from different helmet-compatible
series have different outer frames. Considering this study did not explicitly investigate
the effect of the outer frame on visibility metrics—or other faceguard performance
responses—future work should compare the effects of frame design on faceguard
performance. Headgear manufacturers should use this body of work to inform integrated
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headgear design to optimize player safety and performance considering objective
responses from the helmet, faceguard, and other component systems.
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Appendix A
Riddell SpeedFlex SF-2BD-SW Results
Original Manufacturer’s Design
Table A1. List of initial parameter values for the reverse engineered SF-2BD-SW.
Solidworks Parameter
ANS_D1

ModeFrontier Parameter
D1

Value
17.6581mm

ANS_D2
ANS_D3
ANS_D4
ANS_D5
ANS_D6
ANS_D7

D2
D3
D4
D5
D4
D7

90.00o
77.04158955mm
39.03082464mm
12.826823mm
39.03082464mm
27.900416mm

ANS_D8

D8

90.00o

ANS_D9
ANS_D10
ANS_D11
ANS_D12
ANS_D13
ANS_Dia1-7
ANS_Dia8-10

o

D8
D10
D11
D10
D11
DiaL
DiaS

Description
Nose Visibility (Translation of Nose Bar)
Nose Visibility (Rotation of Nose Bar)
Nose Protection
Cheek Bone Protection
Nose Sharpness Index
Upper Mouth Protection
Lower Mouth Protection
Left Side Vertical Bar Angle

90.00
38.00697708mm
9.490063mm
38.00697708mm
9.490063mm
4.7625mm
3.69mm

Right Side Vertical Bar Angle
Left Side Vertical Bar Apex Length
Left Side Vertical Bar Apex Height
Right Side Vertical Bar Apex Length
Right Side Vertical Bar Apex Height
Large Diameter Bars
Small Diameter Bars

Table A2. Responses for the reverse engineered SF-2BD-SW model.
Original Manufacturer’s Design Response Results
Faceguard

Mass (kg)

Stiffness (N/mm)

CVF-O

PVF-O

SF-2BD-SW

0.269

101

188

5031

Results from Parametric Analysis
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Figure A1. Mass and Stiffness responses for all viable designs for the SF-2BD-SW
parametric analysis.
Table A3. Percent change of responses for all viable designs from the SF-2BD-SW
parametric analysis.
Percent Change in Response Among Viable Designs
Faceguard

Structural Stiffness

Mass

CVF-O

PVF-O

SF-2BD-SW

90%

58%

97%

42%
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Appendix B
Riddell SpeedFlex SF-2BD Results
Original Manufacturer’s Design
Table A4. List of initial parameter values for the reverse engineered SF-2BD.
Solidworks Parameter
ANS_D1

ModeFrontier Parameters
D1

Value
47.71560mm

ANS_D2

D2

90.00o

ANS_D3
ANS_D4
ANS_D5
ANS_D6
ANS_D7

D3
D4
D5
D4
D7

82.271592mm
40.912219mm
14.220985mm
40.912219mm
28.55469394mm

ANS_D8

D8

90.00o

ANS_D9

D8

90.00

o

ANS_D10
ANS_D11
ANS_D12
ANS_D13
ANS_D14
ANS_D15
ANS_D16

D10
D11
D10
D11
D14
D15
D16

30.55236655mm
5.66247957mm
30.55236655mm
5.66247957mm
31.63171385mm
5.22171906mm
17.71410973mm

ANS_D17

D17

90.00o

ANS_Dia1-10
ANS_Dia11-14

DiaL
DiaS

4.7625mm
3.69mm

Description
Nose Visibility (Translation of Nose Bar)
Nose Visibility (Rotation of Nose Bar)
Nose Protection
Cheek Bone Protection
Nose Sharpness Index
Upper Mouth Protection
Lower Mouth Protection
Left Side Vertical Bar Angle
Right Side Vertical Bar Angle
Left Side Vertical Bar Apex Length
Left Side Vertical Bar Apex Height
Right Side Vertical Bar Apex Length
Right Side Vertical Bar Apex Height
Mid Vertical Bar Apex Length
Mid Vertical Bar Apex Height
Secondary Horizontal Bar Offset Distance
Secondary Horizontal Bar Offset Angle
Frame/Horizontal Bar Diameter
Vertical Bar Diameter

Table A5. Responses for the reverse engineered SF-2BD model.
Original Manufacturer’s Design Response Results
Faceguard

Mass (kg)

Stiffness (N/mm)

CVF-O

PVF-O

SF-2BD

0.310

120

178

4995
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Figure A2. Mass and Stiffness responses for all viable designs for the SF-2BD
parametric analysis.
Table A6. Percent change of responses for all viable designs from the SF-2BD
parametric analysis.
Percent Change in Response Among Viable Designs
Faceguard

Structural Stiffness

Mass

CVF-O

PVF-O

SF-2BD-SW

90%

58%

97%

42%
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Appendix C
Riddell SpeedFlex SF-3BD Results
Original Manufacturer’s Design
Table A7. List of initial parameter values for the reverse engineered SF-3BD.
Solidworks Parameter
ANS_D1
ANS_D2
ANS_D3
ANS_D4
ANS_D5
ANS_D6
ANS_D7
ANS_D8
ANS_D9
ANS_D10
ANS_D11
ANS_D12
ANS_D13
ANS_D14
ANS_D15
ANS_D16
ANS_D17
ANS_D18
ANS_D19
ANS_Dia1-14
ANS_Dia15-18

ModeFrontier Parameters
D1
D2
D3
D4
D5
D4
N/A
D8
D8
D1D11
D10
D11
D14
D15
D16
D17
D18
D17
DiaL
DiaS

Value
49.28219mm
90.00 ⁰
75.32476315mm
38.28080751mm
9.72816238mm
38.28080751mm
N/A
90.00 ⁰
90.00 ⁰
24.28751542mm
4.98779481mm
24.28751542mm
4.98779481mm
23.71168792mm
4.45161637mm
24.7481694mm
90.00 ⁰
19.00586243mm
90.00 ⁰
4.7625mm
3.69mm

Table A8. Responses for the reverse engineered SF-3BD model.
Original Manufacturer’s Design Response Results
Faceguard

Mass (kg)

Stiffness (N/mm)

CVF-O

PVF-O

SF-3BD

0.350

130

195

5230
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Description
Nose Visibility (Translation of Nose Bar)
Nose Visibility (Rotation of Nose Bar)
Nose Protection
Cheek Bone Protection
Nose Sharpness Index
Upper Mouth Protection
Lower Mouth Protection
Left Side Vertical Bar Angle
Right Side Vertical Bar Angle
Left Side Vertical Bar Apex Length
Left Side Vertical Bar Apex Height
Right Side Vertical Bar Apex Length
Right Side Vertical Bar Apex Height
Mid Vertical Bar Apex Length
Mid Vertical Bar Apex Height
Secondary Horizontal Bar Offset Distance
Secondary Horizontal Bar Offset Angle
Tertiary Horizontal Bar Offset Distance
Tertiary Horizontal Bar Offset Angle
Frame/Horizontal Bar Diameter
Vertical Bar Diameter

Results from Parametric Analysis

Structural Stiffness (N/mm)

3,000

2,500
2,000
1,500
1,000
500
0
0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.40 0.45 0.50 0.55 0.60 0.65 0.70
Mass (kg)

Figure A3. Mass and Stiffness responses for all viable designs for the SF-3BD
parametric analysis.
Table A9. Percent change of responses for all viable designs from the SF-3BD
parametric analysis.
Percent Change in Response Among Viable Designs
Faceguard

Structural Stiffness

Mass

CVF-O

PVF-O

SF-3BD

88%

61%

82%

27%
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Appendix D
Schutt Q11 ROPO-SW Results
Original Manufacturer’s Design
Table A10. List of initial parameter values for the reverse engineered ROPO-SW.
Solidworks Parameter
ANS_D1

ModeFrontier Parameters
D1

Value
44.11008mm

Description
Nose Visibility (Translation of Nose Bar)

ANS_D2
ANS_D3
ANS_D4
ANS_D5
ANS_D6
ANS_D7

D2
D3
D4
D5
D4
D7

90.00o
76.60517315mm
41.50000mm
8.58366904mm
41.50000mm
32.24359198mm

Nose Visibility (Rotation of Nose Bar)
Nose Protection
Cheek Bone Protection
Nose Sharpness Index
Upper Mouth Protection
Lower Mouth Protection

ANS_D8

D8

90.00o

Left Side Vertical Bar Angle

ANS_D9
ANS_D10
ANS_D11
ANS_D12
ANS_D13
Dia1-5
Dia6-8

o

D8
D10
D11
D10
D11
DiaL
DiaS

90.00
19.90582947mm
7.81491764mm
19.90582947mm
7.81491764mm
5.55625mm
4.7625mm

Right Side Vertical Bar Angle
Left Side Vertical Bar Apex Length
Left Side Vertical Bar Apex Height
Right Side Vertical Bar Apex Length
Right Side Vertical Bar Apex Height
Large Diameter Parameter
Small Diameter Parameter

Table A11. Responses for the reverse engineered ROPO-SW model.
Original Manufacturer’s Design Response Results
Faceguard

Mass (kg)

Stiffness (N/mm)

CVF-O

PVF-O

ROPO-SW

0.338

162

204

5078
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Results from Parametric Analysis
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Figure A4. Mass and Stiffness responses for all viable designs for the ROPO-SW
parametric analysis.
Table A12. Percent change of responses for all viable designs from the ROPO-SW
parametric analysis.
Percent Change in Response Among Viable Designs
Faceguard

Structural Stiffness

Mass

CVF-O

PVF-O

ROPO-SW

73%

47%

87%

29%
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Appendix E
Schutt F7 ROPO-SW-NB-VC Results
Original Manufacturer’s Design
Table A10. List of initial parameter values for the reverse engineered ROPO-SW-NBVC.
Solidworks Parameter
ANS_D1

ModeFrontier Parameters
D1

Value
38.80406 mm

Description
Nose Visibility (Translation of Nose Bar)

ANS_D2
ANS_D3
ANS_D4
ANS_D5
ANS_D6
ANS_D7

D2
D3
D4
D5
D3
D7

90.00o
99.63104251mm
43.74764864mm
10.70985656mm
43.74764864mm
26.78173242mm

Nose Visibility (Rotation of Nose Bar)
Nose Protection
Cheek Bone Protection
Nose Sharpness Index
Upper Mouth Protection
Lower Mouth Protection

ANS_D8

D8

90.00o

Left Side Vertical Bar Angle

ANS_D9
ANS_D10
ANS_D11
ANS_D12
ANS_D13
ANS_Dia1-4
ANS_Dia5-9

o

D8
D10
D11
D10
D11
DiaL
DiaS

90.00
39.68805915mm
3.29036374mm
39.68805915mm
3.29036374mm
5.55625mm
4.7625 mm

Right Side Vertical Bar Angle
Left Side Vertical Bar Apex Length
Left Side Vertical Bar Apex Height
Right Side Vertical Bar Apex Length
Right Side Vertical Bar Apex Height
Large Diameter Parameter
Small Diameter Parameter

Table A11. Responses for the reverse engineered ROPO-SW-NB-VC model.
Original Manufacturer’s Design Response Results
Faceguard

Mass (kg)

Stiffness (N/mm)

CVF-O

PVF-O

ROPO-SWNB-VC

0.341

124

174

4766
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Figure A4. Mass and Stiffness responses for all viable designs for the ROPO-SW-NBVC parametric analysis.
Table A12. Percent change of responses for all viable designs from the ROPO-SW-NBVC parametric analysis.
Percent Change in Response Among Viable Designs
Faceguard

Structural Stiffness

Mass

CVF-O

PVF-O

ROPO-SWNB-VC

96%

55%

91%

45%
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Appendix F
Schutt F7 ROPO-NB-VC Results
Original Manufacturer’s Design
Table A10. List of initial parameter values for the reverse engineered ROPO-NB-VC.
Solidworks Parameter
ANS_D1

ModeFrontier Parameters
D1

Value
44.93791mm

Description
Nose Visibility (Translation of Nose Bar)

ANS_D2
ANS_D3
ANS_D4
ANS_D5
ANS_D6
ANS_D7

D2
D3
D4
D5
D4
D7

90.00o
99.28586188mm
44.95483886mm
8.72928834mm
44.95483886mm
30.49094474mm

Nose Visibility (Rotation of Nose Bar)
Nose Protection
Cheek Bone Protection
Nose Sharpness Index
Upper Mouth Protection
Lower Mouth Protection

ANS_D8

D8

90.00o

Left Side Vertical Bar Angle

o

ANS_D9
ANS_D10
ANS_D11
ANS_D12
ANS_D13
ANS_D14
ANS_D15
ANS_D16

D8
D10
D11
D10
D11
N/A
N/A
D16

90.00
27.61301742mm
4.25048583mm
27.61301742mm
4.25048583mm
N/A
N/A
18.97799955mm

Right Side Vertical Bar Angle
Left Side Vertical Bar Apex Length
Left Side Vertical Bar Apex Height
Right Side Vertical Bar Apex Length
Right Side Vertical Bar Apex Height
Mid Vertical Bar Apex Length
Mid Vertical Bar Apex Height
Secondary Horizontal Bar Offset Distance

ANS_D17
ANS_Dia1-5
ANS_Dia6-10

D17
DiaL
DiaS

90.00o
5.55625mm
4.7625mm

Secondary Horizontal Bar Offset Angle
Large Diameter Parameter
Small Diameter Parameter

Table A11. Responses for the reverse engineered ROPO-NB-VC model.
Original Manufacturer’s Design Response Results
Faceguard

Mass (kg)

Stiffness (N/mm)

ROPO -NBVC

0.396

133

117

CVF-O

PVF-O

Results from Parametric Analysis

Figure A4. Mass and Stiffness responses for all viable designs for the ROPO-NB-VC
parametric analysis.
Table A12. Percent change of responses for all viable designs from the ROPO-NB-VC
parametric analysis.
Percent Change in Response Among Viable Designs
Faceguard

Structural Stiffness

Mass

CVF-O

ROPO-SWNB-VC

118

PVF-O

Appendix G
Vicis Zero1 SO-212-LP Results
Original Manufacturer’s Design
Table A10. List of initial parameter values for the reverse engineered SO-212-LP.
Solidworks Parameter
ANS_D1

ModeFrontier Parameters
D1

Value
40.73844mm

ANS_D2

D2

90.00o

ANS_D3
ANS_D4
ANS_D5
ANS_D6
ANS_D7

D3
D4
D5
D4
D7

85.50443741mm
47.19678526mm
15.44005207mm
47.19678526mm
36.51900571mm

ANS_D8

D8

90.00o

Left Side Vertical Bar Angle

ANS_D9

D8

90.00o

ANS_D10
ANS_D11
ANS_D12
ANS_D13
ANS_Dia1-3
ANS_Dia4-7

D10
D11
D10
D11
DiaL
DiaS

40.78771751mm
6.0755859mm
40.78771751mm
6.0755859mm
4.7625mm
3.69mm

Right Side Vertical Bar Angle
Left Side Vertical Bar Apex Length
Left Side Vertical Bar Apex Height
Right Side Vertical Bar Apex Length
Right Side Vertical Bar Apex Height
Large Diameter Parameter
Small Diameter Parameter

Description
Nose Visibility (Translation of Nose Bar)
Nose Visibility (Rotation of Nose Bar)
Nose Protection
Cheek Bone Protection
Nose Sharpness Index
Upper Mouth Protection
Lower Mouth Protection

Table A11. Responses for the reverse engineered SO-212-LP model.
Original Manufacturer’s Design Response Results
Faceguard

Mass (kg)

Stiffness (N/mm)

CVF-O

PVF-O

SO-212-LP

0.296

70

161

4070
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Results from Parametric Analysis

Structural Stiffness (N/mm)
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Figure A4. Mass and Stiffness responses for all viable designs for the SO-212-LP
parametric analysis.
Table A12. Percent change of responses for all viable designs from the SO-212-LP
parametric analysis.
Percent Change in Response Among Viable Designs
Faceguard

Structural Stiffness

Mass

CVF-O

PVF-O

ROPO-SWNB-VC

90%

61%

86%

40%
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Appendix H
Vicis Zero1 SO-213-E-LP Results
Original Manufacturer’s Design
Table A10. List of initial parameter values for the reverse engineered SO-213-E-LP.
Solidworks Parameter
ANS_D1

ModeFrontier Parameters
D1

Value
41.28047mm

ANS_D2
ANS_D3
ANS_D4
ANS_D5
ANS_D6
ANS_D7

D2
D3
D4
D5
D4
D7

90.00o
86.64993935mm
48.77464734mm
17.18061091mm
48.77464734mm
39.24725482mm

ANS_D8

D8

90.00o

ANS_D9
ANS_D10
ANS_D11
ANS_D12
ANS_D13
ANS_D14
ANS_D15
ANS_D16
ANS_D17
ANS_Dia1-3
ANS_Dia4-10

o

D8
D10
D11
D10
D11
D14
D15
D16
D17
DiaL
DiaS

90.00
39.23600265mm
4.46560302mm
39.23600265mm
4.46560302mm
40.99271438mm
6.97441553mm
77.22936924mm
72.89241544mm
4.7625mm
3.69mm

Description
Nose Visibility (Translation of Nose Bar)
Nose Visibility (Rotation of Nose Bar)
Nose Protection
Cheek Bone Protection
Nose Sharpness Index
Upper Mouth Protection
Lower Mouth Protection
Left Side Vertical Bar Angle
Right Side Vertical Bar Angle
Left Side Vertical Bar Apex Length
Left Side Vertical Bar Apex Height
Right Side Vertical Bar Apex Length
Right Side Vertical Bar Apex Height
Middle Vertical Bar Apex Length
Middle Vertical Bar Apex Length
Lower Eye Protection
Upper Eye Protection
Large Diameter Parameter
Small Diameter Parameter

Table A11. Responses for the reverse engineered SO-213-E-LP model.
Original Manufacturer’s Design Response Results
Faceguard

Mass (kg)

Stiffness (N/mm)

CVF-O

PVF-O

SO-213-E-LP

0.303

73

159

4751
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Results from Parametric Analysis

Structural Stiffness (N/mm)
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Figure A4. Mass and Stiffness responses for all viable designs for the SO-213-E-LP
parametric analysis.
Table A12. Percent change of responses for all viable designs from the SO-213-E-LP
parametric analysis.
Percent Change in Response Among Viable Designs
Faceguard

Structural Stiffness

Mass

CVF-O

PVF-O

SO-213-E-LP

91%

60%

95%

40%
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Appendix I
Vicis Zero1 SO-223-LP Results
Original Manufacturer’s Design
Table A10. List of initial parameter values for the reverse engineered SO-223-LP.
Solidworks Parameter
ANS_D1

ModeFrontier Parameters
D1

Value
45.47278mm

ANS_D2
ANS_D3
ANS_D4
ANS_D5
ANS_D6
ANS_D7

D2
D3
D4
D5
D4
D7

90.00o
86.70176341mm
49.69328721mm
16.21084781mm
49.69328721mm
38.44452571mm

ANS_D8

D8

90.00o
o

ANS_D9
ANS_D10
ANS_D11
ANS_D12
ANS_D13
ANS_D14
ANS_D15
ANS_D16

D8
D10
D11
D10
D11
D14
D15
D16

90.00
29.32373644mm
4.12356245mm
29.32373644mm
4.12356245mm
31.55406077mm
4.52755749mm
13.51064307mm

ANS_D17
ANS_Dia1-4
ANS_Dia5-9

D17
DiaL
DiaS

90.00o
4.7625mm
3.69mm

Description
Nose Visibility (Translation of Nose Bar)
Nose Visibility (Rotation of Nose Bar)
Nose Protection
Cheek Bone Protection
Nose Sharpness Index
Upper Mouth Protection
Lower Mouth Protection
Left Side Vertical Bar Angle
Right Side Vertical Bar Angle
Left Side Vertical Bar Apex Length
Left Side Vertical Bar Apex Height
Right Side Vertical Bar Apex Length
Right Side Vertical Bar Apex Height
Mid Vertical Bar Apex Length
Mid Vertical Bar Apex Height
Secondary Horizontal Bar Offset Distance
Secondary Horizontal Bar Offset Angle
Large Diameter Parameter
Small Diameter Parameter

Table A11. Responses for the reverse engineered SO-223-LP model.
Original Manufacturer’s Design Response Results
Faceguard

Mass (kg)

Stiffness (N/mm)

CVF-O

PVF-O

SO-223-LP

0.323

77

107

5013
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Results from Parametric Analysis
400
350
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Figure A4. Mass and Stiffness responses for all viable designs for the SO-223-LP
parametric analysis.
Table A12. Percent change of responses for all viable designs from the SO-223-LP
parametric analysis.
Percent Change in Response Among Viable Designs
Faceguard

Structural Stiffness

Mass

CVF-O

PVF-O

SO-223-LP

88%

60%

76%

41%
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Appendix I
Visibility Calculations Documentation

Central Visual Field—Occlusion Metric
Quantifies obstructions to the central visual field caused by the faceguard but omitting
obstructions of the helmet-compatible frame
This was done to analyze the faceguard within the design space which does not
include the outer frame since the helmet-compatible frame changes with each
helmet.
Process:
Using image analysis, approximate location of eyes with respect to the frame of the
faceguard. This is performed once per helmet.
Place the location of the eyes on the reverse engineered Solidworks part file of each
faceguard. This should be placed on the median plane. Considering the parametric
method includes mirroring the side that is structurally most similar to the experimental
(i.e. the computational stiffness of each side was analyzed and then compared to the
experimental; the side with the computational stiffness closest to experimental stiffness
was considered to be the most accurate computational model), the point will be placed in
the middle of the sides of the frame and/or on the same plane as a central vertical bar.
Create a plane at the arc apex parallel to Plane 7 (used for attachment location of
horizontal bar and frame)
Draw a line perpendicular from new plane to center of eyes point and draw a circle. This
line should be D3 plus some.
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Measure the distance of this line as a function of D3 (i.e. D3+12)
Draw lines that represent opposite sides of circle and make them 60 degrees apart. That
will define the diameter of the CVF circle.
Draw a line from the center of circle to bottom of circle. Should be perpendicular to
planes, etc to make sure it is vertical.
This distance is the radius of the circle. It should be slightly less than from where D1 is
measured. Measure this distance to D1’s reference (i.e. if the offset is 2mm, then a
D1=2mm would have the arc tangent to the circle)

𝐶𝑉𝐹 − 𝑂 = 𝜃𝐻 ∗ 𝜃𝑉

(A1)

Where:
𝜃𝐻 = 2 ∗ 𝛼

(A2)
𝐷𝑖𝑎𝐿

𝜃𝑉 = tan−1 𝐷3+𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡 𝐷3
𝛼 = tan−1

(A3)

𝑥

(A4)

√𝑦 2 +(𝐷3+𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡 𝐷3)2

𝑥 = √𝑟 2 − 𝑦 2

(A5)

𝑦 = 𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡 𝐷1 − 𝐷1 − 𝐷3 ∗ sin(90° − 𝐷2)

(A6)

𝑟 = (𝐷3 + 𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡 𝐷3) ∗ tan(30°)

(A7)

DiaL is the large diameter parameter
D3 is the distance from a point centered between the attachment locations of the superior
horizontal design bar to the apex of the superior horizontal design bar
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Offset D3 is a constant value for each individual faceguard that measures the horizontal
distance from the approximate location of the eyes to the point centered between the
attachment locations of the superior horizontal design bar (i.e. the reference location from
which D3 is measured)
Offset D1 is the vertical distance measured from the approximate location of the eyes to
the reference location from which D1 is measured
D1 is the vertical distance from a reference location (Offset D1) where the superior
horizontal design bar attaches to the outer frame
D2 is the angle of the superior horizontal design bar measured with respect to the original
manufacturer’s angle (i.e. D2 = 90° is the reverse-engineered original manufacturer’s
angle of the superior horizontal design bar)
Central Visual Field

D1 Offset
y

r
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Approximate
Location of Eyes

D3 + Offset
D3

α

x
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Peripheral Visual Field—Occlusion Metric
Quantifies obstructions to the peripheral visual field caused by the faceguard but omitting
obstructions of the helmet-compatible frame
This was done to analyze the faceguard within the design space which does not
include the outer frame since the helmet-compatible frame changes with each
helmet.
Assumptions:
The peripheral visual field is limited to 180° laterally. This is incorrect because the
location of the eyes may be anterior or posterior to the outer frames; however, this is
dependent upon the helmet. This design parameter is a function of helmet and faceguard
frame so it was not considered in this study.
The peripheral visual field, intending to calculate independently from the central visual
field, is only considering the occlusions to the peripheral visual field due to the superior
horizontal bar and categorical variables such as eye guards outside of the central visual
field. To do this, only the portion of the design area from 0°-60° and 120°-180° will be
considered occlusions to the peripheral visual field. This assumption is justified by
calculating for independent responses.
Process:
𝑃𝑉𝐹 − 𝑂 = (180° − 60°) ∗ 𝛽 + 𝜃1 ∗ 𝛾

(A8)

Where:
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𝑀𝑎𝑥 𝐹𝑎𝑟 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝑉𝑖𝑠𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝐹𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑+𝑀𝑎𝑥 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝑉𝑖𝑠𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝐹𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑

𝛽=(

2

(𝑀𝑎𝑥 𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝐹𝑎𝑟 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝑉𝑖𝑠𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝐹𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 + tan−1(

)−
𝐷𝑖𝑎𝐿
2

𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡 𝐷1−𝐷1−

𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡 𝐿𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙

))

𝐷𝑖𝑎𝐿

𝜃1 = tan−1(𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡 𝐿𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙 )
𝛾 = tan−1 (

𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑦𝑒 𝑔𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑑
𝐷3

(A9)

(A10)

)∗2

(A11)

𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑦𝑒 𝑔𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑑 =
√(𝐷17 − 𝐷16)2 + (𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡 𝐷1 + 𝑉𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝐸𝑦𝑒 𝐿𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 − 𝐷1)2

(A12)

The max far peripheral visual field is the angle between the upper and lower limits of the
design space at the lateral most point of the design space (at 0° and 180°) as measured
with respect to the approximate location of the eyes. This value does not change for each
faceguard model because it is measuring the limits of the design space—which is defined
by the outer frame.
The max peripheral visual field is the angle between the upper and lower limits of the
design space on the median plane as measured with respect to the approximate location of
the eyes. This value does not change for each faceguard model because it is defined by
the outer frame.
The lateral offset measures the distance from the approximate location of the eyes
(median plane) to the attachment location of the superior horizontal design bar and frame.
This distance is measured laterally from the median plane.
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Eq. 12 calculates the length of the eye guard section which is measured as the square root
of the approximate horizontal distance difference between the upper and lower
attachment location squared plus the vertical distance in the periphery between the upper
attachment location and the lower attachment location squared. This assumes the location
of the lower attachment will not be affected by D2 (angle of the primary horizontal
design bar). This is known to be false; however, the approximation is close.
Eq. 11 measures the angle from the approximate location of the eye of the vertical
obstruction to the peripheral visual field by the eye guard multiplied by two eye guards
on either side of the faceguard.
Eq. 10 measures the horizontal obstruction due to the diameter of the eye guard.
Therefore, the second term in Eq. 8 quantifies the obstruction of an eye guard. In this
project, the only faceguard with eye guards was the Vicis Zero 1 SO-213-E-LP
faceguard.
Eq. 9 averages the maximum possible peripheral and far peripheral visual fields which is
constant for each frame. This value represents the maximum possible occlusion;
therefore, any terms subtracted from this value should be greater for less occlusions and
lesser for more occlusions. Since the PVF-O metric calculates occlusions to the visual
field, a larger β will increase the amount of occlusion to the peripheral visual field. The
second term in Eq. 9 subtracts the visible space above the superior horizontal design bar
from the maximum occlusion term such that the remainder quantifies the maximum
amount of occlusion minus the amount that is not occluded.
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The average of the max peripheral and far peripheral visual fields was justified by the
approximate linearity of these bars. Although the differences between the maximum
visual field extending radially from the outer frame at any one point is not linear, this
approximation aids in simplifying the quantification of the differences between the
maximum possible visibility (or obstruction) that is possible. This quantification is the
only term in the visibility calculations intended to bias for the design of the frames. Since
multiple errors could exacerbate this bias (i.e. image analysis for location of eyes), using
this measurement only once was important. Despite this, the location of the eyes was
varied to see how sensitive the metric was to the location. Since the angle does not
change substantively with large changes in the approximate location of the eyes, the bias
is minimal and considered negligible.
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